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PREFACHÎ o
The aim of this thesis is to discuss fully the 
characterisation and basic properties of the 
arithmetics of Cayley"s algebra 0 and to define 
certain multiplicative functions by summing 
homogeneous polynomials in four (or eight) 
indetorminates over the coordinates of all elements 
of fized norm m of an arithmetic of 0»
Firstly (61)^ we introduce the algebra C by 
roviev/ing work by Cayley, Dickson, Artin, Zorn and 
otherso In the following section (§2) we are able 
to discuss the full meaning of Dickson^ a condensed 
law of multiplication in C and also to obtain 
automorphisms of Co
îî@3st we'define a characteristic unit for any 
element of an arithmetic of Co In so doing, we 
show conclusively that there are seven maximal 
arithmetics in C which are isomorphic and that in C 
there are sixteen arithmetics each of which contains 
the units 1, i, , i^o Further results era 
deduced from this characterisation for use in later 
sectionso
In § 4, we define congruence modulo a rational 
integer in any maximal arithmetic of C and establish 
the following theoremc
A û j eloment ^  of odd norm of a maximal arithmetic 
Jk of C is congruent modulo 2 in Jv to an element, 
unique apart from sign, of norm 1 of J^o 
(Theorem 4o4)o
Résulta on factorisation in the arithmetics of C,
needed for the construction of multiplicative functiona, 
can then be establishedo
The section on ideals in 0 (|3) contains some 
improvements on Mahler‘S a results on the same subjects 
For example, we prove that the basis of any ideal in 0 
is a rational integer
In the last five sections (#§ 6 » 10), m  give a 
systematic account of identities and multiplicative functions 
defined as above by using tho arithmetics of G not 
previously used by Rankin for this purpose? V/hilo 
the identities and multiplicative functions defined 
by using Eurwits maximal quaternion arithmatie ore 
easily rolated to those constructed by Rankin g tho 
remaining arithmetics not considered by Rankin appear 
to give new identities and functionso
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Introduction, Cayley.®s
Cayley W  defined a real linear algebra vith the
eight basic units i^« 1, i, , , ij, i^ , iy, i^, i?
?
A general number Ç x. i^  of the algebra was
' “ts© T
defined to have norm N S x^. The real numbers
*0» ^1» *6» X? were called the
comnonenta of Ç . In order to ensure that the algebra 
would have multiplicative norm (i.e. the norm of a 
product equal to the product of the norms of the 
factors) Cayley made the following choice of sign 
in the multiplication table of the units
(1.1) ±1 ^ 1., - is « ij* i% » 4 °
ifi ^ ^ ® 1 j ig^ j.
“ ^ 2. " ^3
and the six similar sets of relations 
obtained by replacing 125 by 145, 624,
653, 725, 734 and 176.
The multiplication table (l.l) specifies one of 
the algebras with multiplicative norm considered 
by Cayley [?] . The. algebra defined by (1.1) is 
denoted by C and referred to as Cayley®3 Algebra.
Cayley displayed the product of two elements of 
C in the following way. Let
8t « Xgy^ - x^ y^  and
1.
s ~s
If ^ - |'*l where
 ^"à ( ...
®o - «.y. - «I y. “ *»ya ■“ %3%
», - 23 + ^  ■*■ TS" ♦ (01) 
a, - W +  55 + 57 + (02)
Sj - 1 2 + 6 5 + Â 7  + (03)
- 3î + 62 + "73 + (04)
a, . ^  + 36 + 72 + (03)
a* - 24 + 33 + W  + (06)
■ 23 + 34 + 61 + (0 7)
Correspoadiag to each element
% » Xq+ «|i, + x^l^+ x^ig+ x^i^+ Xglg+ x^ ig^ + x^ly
of G we define
?  “ ^o" ^,1, - * 3 ^ “
to be the conjugate of 'Ç ? Then
f  ^
It is clear that the only elements of C with 
rational integral components which satisfy 
H Ç « I are the multiplicatively closed set of 
16 units tl, ±i, , ±ig^ , ti^, ti^ s, ±i^, :ti^, ti.yo
Cayley^s algebra is associative and 
commutative under addition? Under multiplication 
Cayley®8 algebra is distributkre but not 
commutativeo In fact for any two distinct units 
u, V different fromfl, uv » ^vu? It is thus 
seen that for any elements of 0
W n - T T -
Cayley®s algebra is not associative under 
multiplication. A set of three units for which 
the associative law holds is called an associative 
triad. If two units of a triad are the.same or 
if a unit is ±1 the triad is associative. A set 
of three units for which the corresponding basic 
units are distinct and none of which is 1, is called 
a propey ^riad. There are seven propef associative 
triads of basic units. If (u, v, w) is one of the 
remaining 20 proper triads of basic unite 
(uv)w a -u(vw) s* u, , 
where Uj is a basic unit other than 1. A triad of 
this type is called anti-associative. A proper 
triad is thus seen to be associative if and only 
if the product of any two of its elements equals the 
third with some sign affixed.
Multiplication by real numbers is, of course, 
associative and commutative and, further, 
multiplication of elements which are linear 
combinations of the unite in an associative triad 
is associativo.
Dickson [9] represented the algebra as a quasi- 
binary algebra with real quatornionic coordinates.
He was thus able to give a condensed law of 
multiplication for the algebra. Let 1|« i, ij^ a 
k, i^a e, iy« le, i^a je, i^R ko. Any element 
of tho algebra can then be written in tho form
♦ ||C where are quaternions in 1, i, j, k
5.
Dickson noted that
(1.2) |-»l *» ( '*■ (^o-^ ' \x e)
where is the quaternion conjugate to • 
Cayley®8 algebra ie formed from the quaternions 
by the adjuYktlon of the new imaginary e and 
multiplication ie defined by (l«2).
The relationa (1?3) to (1.7) below follow 
from (1.1) or (1.2). Bor any Cayley nunbero
1^ *
(1.3) N( (^"^^) c ^ 2R(a|î?J
(1.4) R ( *%^) ^  R ( )
where 2R( c:g^) ^ and R( <^,^) is called
the real part of ct^ .
Any Cayley nuator r* satisfies the rank equation
(1.5) tr - 2 R(c;)c; Rci - 0.
(lo6) ^ 2 ^
(1.7)
Using do 2) as a definition of multiplication 
in C, Dickson proved that the algebra is in fact 
a division algebra i.e«. that right hand and 
left hand division except by zero are always 
possible and unique. Thus to every Cayley 
number d  $ 0 there corresponds a unique inverse
r® i *w»d a -r^ ,
4.
From (1.2) it also follows that for any two 
elements cl,  ^ of the algebra
(1.8) (c4 0^  )j3» ct (< p ), ( X ^  )o: a^( ^  c: )
apd ( a P (ft es ) .
In a similar way it can be shown that ,
(1.9) (tlel)^  a (Ert )|> ®îî(çj n ),
(^^)ct o R( ^  « ) and
( )2 s ^( ftS ) n (B«)^.
Thus for all ti, p, «^ <^ o
(1.10) fi m Ç cC^  ci)fn of( ct jh ) ,
(^P) e: ta ^ct  ) and
( ) cT* 3 p(ci (f 9 ® ^ •
It follows at once from (1.7) and (1.9) that
(1.11) r \('55 ) ( ^ ‘^ )| ® .RCfHÎ-
ll.S) shows that C Is what Zorn [50] called an
alternative ring. Artin's Theorem [FOl gtatos
that the ring generated by 2 elements of
an alternative ring is associative. Thus any
subring of C generated by two elements of C is
associative.
Albert [l] noticed that for u any unit of C 
other than -1 and arbitrary v, w units of C
(1.12) u^(vw)u| « (uv) (wu),
(uvu) (uw) a -u(vw) and 
(vu) (uwu) s -(vw)u.
5.




(1.14) (u^u)(up) a -u(^p) and 
(^u)(upu) s -(c;^)u.
Define for any elements ct^of C
[c^ # (cf,d^ )d3 - '
Then if r, s, t, take any of the values 1, 2, 3
where equals 1 or -1 according as r, s, t
is an even or odd permutation of 1, 2, 3 and is
zero when r, t is not a permutation of 1, 2, 3* 
Now from (I0I5)
[ cC » p 9 o^(] = o4 [p g , P<*3
= (3(X
- (3 TT ) d] .
- 0.
Thus [% , ^ g , T^ l
It follows that
(1.15) %o((l((X )^  |3 = <x (^ P )]
and
(1.16)
In A system such as C satisfying (1.10), (1.14), 
(1.15) 3hd (1.16) it has been established [7Ç] that 
any three elements o( , ^ , K for which
p* » &. 7(3 * 0
generate a group under multiplication.
S,
pr©porti©s (lcl4), (Iol5) omd (1?16) sro 
Im fact équivalent [5] ^ Mmmik has proved (1949) 
that Cayley®3 algebra and its aubalgebras are 
©nlj algobros of rank 2 ovor tho r®ol nuaboro 
having the proportiao (lolO)?
2. Dickaon'n GaManaM la s . AutoworPhisgB.
In the first part of this section the following 
results are proved.
Theorem 2&1. anx. Proper associative IziaÉ
( V, ,  V j . ,  V5 ) g£ units 2Ê C, £o r other unit 
v  ^ 1, v^ $ + Vg (sa 1, 2, 3) and £or g£X *1 ,1r| 
elements gf C, we ma% write
^ = lo +
'y], = 'to +
where and 'vi, are linear combinations
of the units 1, v. , v. and Vm of C.
We establish that with this notation 
Theorem 2.2.
^  - ^ >■^ 1 ^  •
From Dickson®3 condensed law (1.2) of multiplication 
in Cayley®8 algebra C, we have already seen that 
the quaternions occur as a subalgebra of C. In fact 
seven subalgebras of 0 with basic units chosen from 
the basic units of C are equivalent to the quaternion 
algebra, viz. the algebra with units 1, i^
and the six further algebras with basic units '
obtained from 1, ij , i^, i^  by replacing the 
suffixes 123 by 145, 624, 653, 725, 734 and 176.
In each case the basic units of the subalgebra 
are 1 along with a proper associative triad of 
basic uuits of C.
8.
A3 before, we reservo the name basic unit for 
elements of the set consisting of 1 , i|, 1 ,^, I3 , 
1^» iy f ifc # ^7* Define for any basic unit u of 
C, )tu| s u. ¥e see from (1.1) that for any units 
u, V of C
|lu| |vl( s |uvl s (ivl lull .
This extends easily to products involving any 
number of units. Suppose w is any product of 
any fixed sot of units of C. Then %wl is the 
same basic unit of C for all such products w 
i.e. |w| ie independent of the order and 
grouping of its factors.
Suppose v, , Vg^ , V3 are any three distinct 
units of G such that
v^ Vgl = 1 , \v^  * 1, (s = 1 , 2, 3).
Here are not necessarily basic units.
Then by reordering if necessary
V, (VjVj) = (v, V^)V3 = -1.
The subalgebra of C with units 1, v, ,  ^ v^
satisfies the definition of a quaternion algebra.
let v^ be any unit of G for which (v^i is 
different from 1, |Vg| for s « 1, 2, ). Then 
1 , IVji, iVj V^ l (s = 1 , 2 , 3) are the
eight distinct basic units of C. Por if
IVjl « I W l  for some s, t (1 4 s,t 4 3 ) 
it follows that
UVjV^Uv^ll = IVsVt\‘ ®
9.
Thus it follows that = v^. This implies
that lV|^l is one of 1 , \v,\, IVjlwhich is a
contradiction. Therefore 1, Vj , , Vj , , v, ,
the ei^t distinct units of C 
with some signs affixed.
If we wish to ensure that 1, v, ,
\ , V3 are all basic units of C, we
must demand that |v^av,^8nd
for 8 s 1, 2, 3. Thus V| , v^, v^, v,^  must, of 
course, be themselves basic units of C. Also 
for each s v^, v$^  must appear in their natural 
order in the unique associative triad in which 
they occur. There is precisely one choice of 
Vjj. for which this is true for each triad 
(v, ; Vj^ , V3 ). e.g. if V, c ii , Vg^  = i^ and 
Vj sr ijwe must of course take v*^ = ij^ , while 
for V, *». 1 3, v^ o i^ and v^ = i^we must choose 
s i^and for v^  % i^, v^  ^= i^ , v^  % i3we must 
take i, . We call v^ the basic unit Resigned
to the triad (v^  , , v^ ).
A Cayley number of is called a guaaiquatarnion 
in u^  , u^, if
C< a &G + Hr s^u^^H-a^u^
for real a#, a,, a^# &3 where u,, u,^ , u^are distinct 
units of C other than ± 1  such that |u^  u^ Ug) %1 
or, without loss of generality by reordering if 
necessary, such that u ,(u^u^) ^ -1 .
10.
Clearly, within any set of quasiquaternions 
in the same units u^, u^, u^ of C the properties 
of quaternion addition and multiplication are 
satisfied. In particular, the associative law 
of multiplication is satisfied by any three 
quasiquaternions which are linear combinations 
of the same units u,, u^, U3 of C.
Again let v^  , v^, bo any three distinct 
units of C such that tv, v^l = 1 and \v^% 1
(s » 1, 2, 3). Further let v^ be any unit other 
than 1 1 such that |v,^ ^ lv^ | for s s 1 , 2,
Let Ç be any Cayley numbers. Then by
Theorem 2.1 we can write
n = n.
where \  are quasiquatemions in
f # "^ 3 •
Then
Kow
(V t K T i ) (V v >




since in either product on antiassociativo triad 
occurs when and only when the units from Ç© i "'li 
are distinct and different from £1. The same 
sign changes are thus made by commuting and .
Similarly




Dickson* 0 condensed law (I?2) for multiplication 
is thus preserved when the unite i, , i^, i^, i^.
crc répiàccd by any set v, , , v,^ of units of
Ç different from 11 in which \ form
a proper associative triad of units of C and 
Iv^l IVgl for s « 1, 2, 5. Any such mapping of C
onto itself is an automorphism of C.
Ah automorphiom © of Cayley® b algebra C is 
a (1-1) reversible mapping of C onto itself under 
which
(i) e ( | t n )  « o(^)±0{-»tj
(11) e { % \ )  . e(^>.0(i[).
and
12.
(ill) 6 (u) = V 
for Ç any elements of C, u any unit of C 
and V a corresponding unit of C.
Thus since 01.61 = 0 1 ^ 0  it follows 
that Ô 1 .* 1. Also
- 1  « G(-i) - 0 (1,1313) - 0 (1,13).Oij- (01,,613)0 1 3.
Thus ( 01, , 0 1 3 , 0 1 3 ) is a proper associative 
triad of units of G. Any one of the seven proper 
associative triads of basic units can be chosen.
Also there are six possible permutations of the 
elements of each triad. Further, Oi,^  can be chosen 
as any one of four units. Thus counting only the 
members of tho set of automorphisms of G which give 
permutations of the basic units of C wo have 168 
automorphisms of C. Thus there are 8,168 automorphisms 
of C of which 168 give distinct permutations of 
the basic units of C. This set of 168 
automorphisms, written as a set of permutations 
on the.suffixes of the basic units of C, forms 
the simple 168 group generated by the permutations
(12)(47) cmd (2143576). Suitable sign changes 
must of course be applied to the units when 
necessary. [S] o
the above discussion of Dickson's condensed law 
and automorphisms enables us to choose an 
appropriate triad of units of C and corresponding 
condensed law (2.1) to deal with a problem in any 
prescribed arithmetic of C. (§3 below).
13.
We now widen the class of automorphisms to be 
considered. We omit condition (iii) from definition 
of automorphisms of C given above.
Suppose the set V of Cayley numbers v^  , v, , v^, 
V3 , v»^ , Vg , , Vy satisfy the multiplication
table (1.1) of Cayley's algebra C. Then
s v^ 0 and therefore v^ « 1 . Also
v^ *3 t8 - 1  for l(t(7* Hence v^ « . thus
H(v^) a 0 for ltt47 .
Suppose v, , V3 are units of C with some signs 
affixed. Since v, v^v^ = -1 , v, v^  = and v^  is a 
unit.
How if V contains a fourth unit it is simply a 
set of Cayley units with some signs affixed.
Suppose T  is contained in V where T is not 
a Cayley unit. Then « -1 and H(t ) = 0. But 
the rank equation = 2R(^ )1^ - hol^ for
any Cayley number ^ . Hence Hx « 1. Then since 
±VgX is an element of V for ssal, 2, 3 
(VjX )^ 3 -i and hence R(v^ -u) s 0 for 6 = 1 , 2 , ?•
thus we may write X « X, e where e is a unit of 
C such that |e| t 1 , \v \^ (s = 1, 2, 3) and x, is
a quasiquaternion in v, , v^, v^  and the set V 
consists of 1, V, , v^ ,^ v^  , x,e, (X,v, )e, (x^v^)e  
and (X,v^)e.
14»
I;e nov: chou hou ciioî: cutozorphlczo cr.n be 
produced by ni\ltiplic?ticn by cnpliclb Cajlci^ 
nMnb^ru. Dy usln.% the Kethad to be describedp 
cutor.orphisr.o of G urrior uhich tho oct o î izoyes 
of tho unito contains cnly or,o unit czn bo p reçue ci.
b'or cr, nn arbitrary unit of G, wo denote a
mapping; 0 of C Onto itself by ( c4 G(X, ), A
net of Cayley naiLbern p.? .   p
dti said to indvco, pr\ p;a;lanjMrrh:j r,:ri of C if the 
m-pplr-c (e: « fU
autoaorphisr:: of C. In particular’^ p is said to 
indue2 an c.uto.uorpliisu of C if ( ci ^ j
autonornhisa of C.
.s an
cit is to be noted that certain autocorphjsmn 
tiS-tisfyiri;" condition (iii) can be induced by a 
set of sin Cayley minbnruo Certain uuicuorphisns 
30 far discussed uhich do not saiisfy this 
condition can be induced by a single nuaniquatcrnion. 
Us find noccssary and sufficient conditions for 
( c; p to ba an yutonorphifan of C v/her
a qu au i q u a t e rn 1 o n ^
e p ii
^hc iQllc'uinp; result is proved.
*^bearra P .3 . Â  '■•■*■ 11.1 a e a t e r n i o n  0 ''bic],i is not
re.'-'l i r d u a a o  an r;u tororpiiisn ( ct ? of  C




We first note that if p ,^  are quasiqaaternions 
in V, , Vj^, V] and is a fourth unit different 
from 11 and for e ■ 1» 2» 3
where
- 1
* - i r / .
îhiB fpllowa pince
“ ( P \ ) F p  F'"
{j8v^)|U(2R(p).; - np )
(pp*)v^.
l_>, wo have K/* - I .
Epr
Let he any Cayley numbers and suppose that 
that ^ ^ . Also write Ç + and
Also since jcP*
-'»]a+ Where V]^, %are quasi-
quaternions In v, , v^ , and (v^| is different 
from 1 and \v^\ for s » 1, 2, 3, Then from 
above we have
?  - Ç.\-ï,ï, •
16i
Thiis
” (/»%/"'+ '-h/'+ f ( ' i ,Vfr) /3‘‘ )
- ( ^ f ‘ + (y, r* ) ’•% ) ( /J lof''■•- ' 1. f * )'4)
" r' + ( ' i r  +  v . ? u i t H  •
f V/i.f'- rli'y, r  ^ (% p" r‘?^ p"' +
In order that thifa should equal * it Is
nececoary that
i.e. that ■^ ,V. P*(* " p V
.îîut can t ike value ae a quasiquaternion
in Vj , , Thus must be a scalar c, LJay,
oinco it coDEuteu uith every quasiquaternion in 
Vj » \  9 ' Hone2 nuct be real. Hut
a  « (4R"(p) - IY)p - 2n(^).l'fp.
Îhu3 WO must have
4nk^) « "f.
Tho condition lo thoroforo nococoary.
Ir uo have
4n"(f)
1 7 ? ^  " •"'
p<f M r- 1 n p F4 r*
' II ^ / a p f 2d{p)
and, therefore^  ^ « 2 R ( .
17.
Thua
“ p ' \
Also
" '*1. (-2B(p))^o^p
"  1, P*
a.nd _ . _
Ç. PV'nop"^ % , \ P *
Hence
" p?p'‘.
The theorem has thus been established. Also we 
have
Corollary 2.3. A Cayley number p differei^ 
from zero induces an automomhiam of C if and
W z  II
f? m ~ 2.S(p)
If we demand that p should have rational 
coordinates it follows that p must have norm
a perfect square. Further if yo has norm 1
and 2p has integral coordinates we must havd
(2 .2) /> »-^( Ê, ♦ €,v, + + V 3 )
where the €*a equal ± 1 and (v, , v^  , v^ is a
proper associative triad of units of C.
18.
A set ft, ft, of quasiquaternions
of the form (2.2) induces an automorphism of G.
For n47f a different choice of associative triad
con be made for cawh of yft.. . For
n a 1, automorphisms are produced which satisfy 
the condition: for three basic units u of C
other than 1, 9 u « tv where v is a basio unit of 
Co Por n « 2, the set of images of the units 
contains only ono basic unit other than 1 provided 
ft and ft), are quasiquatornions in different 
associativa triads.
IÎO other Cayley numbers which alone induce 
an automorphism of C have been found. In fact 
it has been shown that if p is of the form (2,2)
where (v, )v^ ^  tl, p cannot induce an
automorphism of C.
19
Maximal and Mon Maximal Arithmetics in Cayley ° s
Go
A set of elements of an algebra is defined to be 
a set of integral elements or arithmetic of the 
algebra if the set hns the following three properties
(i) For any element oc of the set the coefficients
of the rank equation^
^  4- Si Ûç
are rational integerso
(ii) The set is closed under addition% subtraction 
and multipiicetiono
(iii) The set contains io
An arithmeuic is called megimal if
(iv) it is not contained in any larger set having 
properties (1), (ii), (iii)
This definition of a maximal arithmetic of an 
algebra was stated by Dickson [12] «
Let Q be the quaternion subalgebra of 0 ail of 
whose elements are linear combinations of 1, ig  ^ i@,, 
igc The set of all elements of Q with rational 
integral coordinates is denoted by H^o Clearly H@ 
is an arithmetic of Q. Hurwitz [26] defined an 
integral quaternion to be a quaternion with 
coordinates either all integers or all half odd 
integerso Denote the set of all Hurwitz integral 
quaternions in Q by Ho Then H is the unique 
maximal arithmetic of Qo
20 o
We define to De the set of all elements 
of C with rational integral coordinateso Clearly 
satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii) in C. In this 
section we find the seven maximal sets of integral 
elements of C containing o The systems are 
characterized as whore w is any one of the 
seven Dosic units of C othor than lo A simple
method is described by which it is immediately 
clear whether e given Cayley number belongs
to one of the seven maximal aye toms Also®
it is immediately doer to which of the seven 
systems such a Cayley integer belongsc 
Further® nine non maximal sots of integral elements 
containing o f Csyley^o algebra C are 
deocribedc
prove the following resultso
Theorem 1 * There ere nine non maximal arithmetics 
which contain JL in Cayley°s algebra Co They 
are characterized below as J»® ® ® 9 9
9 J7 ££ât êÈ course® 0
Theorem 3o2o The seven arithmetics ® ® ® Jt^ ®
, «L are isomoMhic o Bach contains a different 
isomorph of Hurwitz integrol Quaternions and each 
contains
Theorem 3o3. There are precisely A even maximal
 .............  i " n  ~~i ^  « iK t  tm  f  r  ^ " - .- r 't .
aata of Antogral elonacto In CaTl.e.y'B alpcobga Co 
They are cfaaracterized beloe as Jt , , Jr , Jr ,
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Let w be a basic m i t  of C other than lo 
We then have
Theorem 5 4 , element ^ of a naximal orlthmetic
with four Ooordlnatiea helf odd ravional integers 
has charactftristlc unit, dafioed below. 1 or w* 
CofivaraelyT ggy rwoh elmoaqt c*. of C belongs ^
Jw provldod that if the characteristic unit of a. 
ifl 1® w ocGura jjg the corrnbppMlarc aosocietive 
ferlcd o^ All Gthnr eXemontB, of have their 
coordlnetea all rational integers or all half
" L  ,3 : . . « w T  « ' Z i k r . i . f  r = J i #  e r ^ t r î z m »  ^  f -  - r - T  c n — - • •  — — — — • *
gM. rational integers
The sovon maximal arithmetics Js. «
» jfc^ « Jt* S Jt, M i  isomorphico Each 
contains three of the non maximal arithmetics J« «
— — ■  I 11 ■ I » » . . —  &  t i . u.1  i i - . ■ >  ■  -T-,    . J 1 _ 1  L. .1 Ji f - T .  g T T r r t n — t  S
® 9 9 9 9 ® Thus each of Jtj ® ?
o JiL o Jf _ 0 Jf. 0 contains three'3
Hurwitz
Vie first recall tho following olementary loizunaso 
Lcmms 3«>lo Any two distinct oroDor associative
m sa m m u m m a m o a sa m i^ B im o  ~ ' — "  "* i ff *•-■'■ J" ."iJ' -.'t  1*,'i j  irr- '- 'T .'A m - . i » « s = = = s a æ = a = n = : = = »
triads of basic units of C have precisely one 
element in cpmmpnc
Let ( u,, Ug_, Uj) and C v,  ^%s, v^) ba two 
such triadso The triads cannot have two elements 
in common for if so they have throe elemonts in 
common tho third being the product of the other
tw O o
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The triads cannot have an element in common for
if 80 we can choose basic unit w such that
1® u, ® Ug® vj ® v^® v^  ® Wo are the eight basic
units of Co This implies that 
1 B tig
« 5u,U^UsV, V^VgWj
- N  !u,u^ u| !V, V^ vjl 
« w
which cannot be soo Tho lemma has boon established 
fey contredictiono
Lemma 3o2o basic unit of Q other than 1 appears
^  P f -| r - p -  -m- «fit! L . L . »  mt 1 ft#':) — r -  •!.■» U . " T  f  I T *  ' 1  ,  — TT 1 ' T - - r~ r ^ r T ' O J
in three end only three proper ossociative triads 
of feagic units of Oo
The unit i^  appears in ( 1, ® i^g i^)®
( ig g ij^ g i^) and ( i, ® j, 1^) and in no other such 
triadn The result follows by Lemma 3ol and tho 
automorphisms established in § 2o
now prove Theorem 3 d o  Let J fee a set of 
integral elements of Co Suppose that J contains 
J^o Let fee an element of J. Then by property 
(i) for an arithmetic 2H(a) and Ha are rational 
integeroo Further® since for any unit u of G® ctu 
is contained in J® it follows that
*  ■ è
where 2a^ is a rational integer for each s 
(04S47).
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If any oae coordinate of cc is half an odd rational 
integer then four or eight coordinates of c. ere 
half odd rational integers,since is a rational 
integero Otherwise, all the coordinates of oc 
are rational integers. How the units of C are 
elements of J and J is closed under addition and 
subtraction. Thus we need only consider which 
elements 2 , of the form
»  1  - h ±  ...
where ere distinct basic units of
C and which elements of the form
belong to Jo It is noted thet there are seventy 
elements ^  of C of the form (3oI)«
Define for any ^ of the form (3ol) the 
characteristic unit %Çû) of % to be
%(?) «• |w, Wg^ wa»^ .
Then %(g) is a basic unit of C, We note that 
for any unit u of C
X(u|) - X(|), 
further, if is of the form where is
an element of end ^  is of the form (3,1), we 
define
and ) . X(|)
6 4
It follows that element ^  with coordinates not all 
half odd rational integers satisfies the condition 
(i) for an element of an arithmetic of C if and only 
if %(«.) is defined o
Let ^ be any one of the seventy elements of 
the form (5<>l)o Then is defined and equals
a basic unit of Co Thus %(î^ ) « 1 or %(^) - u
where u is a basic unit of 0 for which u^ « «lo
In either case® we have » 1® for some t® or 
different from 1 for all t (1 4 16 Four
cases are® therefore® to be conoiderodo
If %(1|) B 1 and Wg B 1® say® w© write u^® 
w^ s u^ and s u^o Then
1 « I ( 1 + »a^ ).
But® Since %(%) « 1® it follows that {UjU j^u ^Jb i. 
Thus ( Uj® u^® Ug) is o proper associative triad 
of basic units of Cc Hone© there exists e unique 
basic unit u® say® ©f C assigned to ( u^  ® u^® Ug)o 
We define to be
g ( 1 + U| + Ug^ + U^)o
Clearly there are seven elements of this form
(viso for r ® 1 ® 2 ® ©oo 7 )o
We now consider the seven elements where
u " (14 r 4 7)o We have
% ( ^ )  - % ( W  -
25 o
Also u, u,u, U2.U, u,u ere basic units of C other 
than 1, since u is the basic unit assigned to the 
triad ( u,, u,)« Thus %^ \x is of the form (3,1)
and such thet * 1 (1 4 1 4 4), Further, no two
elements ^^u, ÇyV ( u V v ) are equal. We write
Ii « I ( 1 + u,+ «2.+ «s)
How suppoao thnt %{%} is o bssic unit of C 
other then lo If 1 aoy wo have
I « I ( 1 + Wjj^+ W3+ w^)
Supposé that %(^) s Wh Then « Wo
Ü0 may write w® iv^  ® v^ va and  ^v^Wc
Let gv^i a Vg g jv^i « and lv|J  ^v^o Thon^ainco
jVjV^ v^ l a 1® ( Vj ® Vm Ç Vg ) Is a proper associative
triad of basic units of Go Thus for each of the 
seven possible triads of basic units® w must bo 
siich that w ÿ 1® w (s » I® 2® 5)o
Alternativêly® by lemma ) 2® vjq see that,* if w is 
chosen as any one of tho seven basic units®
( Vg ® v^2 v^) must be one of the four proper
associative triads of basic units not containing Wo
We write » I ( 1 + iv, nj + >
a|.| l + (^v, + + 6,^ 3 ) w|
where tho sign coofficionts ü are chosen so that 
fny, of the form (3.1) end where (v, , % «  %  ) 
ie the proper aesociative triad of baaic unite of 
C with assigned unit v,
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Thus there ere 28 elements of the form (3.1),
Also, for “ w end ■ 1 for
some t (16 1 4 4).
Finally we consider elements of the form
where® as before® w le any basic unit of 0 and where 
( Vg ® g ) iB a proper associative triad of basic 
units of C with assigned unit v and not containing Wo 
From lemma 3o2 ® it is easy to see that there are 
25 elements % * , defined all of which are of the 
form (3ol)o Also® for each defined®
* w and  ^1®
We have thus deât with all elemonts ^ of the 
form (3ol)o It is to be noted that all sums of the 
form |a+1|5, and of the form ®re of the
form (3o2)o Since the units of C ore elements of 
arithmetic J and since J is closed under addition® 
subtraction and multiplication® it follows that 
is an element of J if and only if is an element
of J and that is an element of J if and only 
if is an element of Jo
Let be the set of all elements of G 
which can be written in the form
« et^+ !> S,(l + ig+ lg+ ig) 1|
where belomgs to end « 0 or 1 ,
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Then 2R(o^ ) and Hcc are rational integerso Clearly®
J| is closed under eddition and subtractiono Also
( i^g i^p i^) id the proper associative triad of
basic units of C with assigned unit i.« It follows• /
from Theorem 2©2 that Jg is closed under 
multipXicationo Since contains 1 ® Jg also contains 
lo Thus J| is a set of integral elements of Co
The above argument can be used for each of the 
seven proper associative triads of basic units of 
Co Hence wo have
Definition of the Non Maximal Arithmetics of C*
For each basic unit i,^  of C other than 1 we define 
Jgg. to be the set of all elements of C of the
form
where is contained in J^® 0 or 1
end and are as defined above o
Clearly the intersection of the seven arithmetics 
Jg ; J^9 ® contains J©o Further this
intersection strictly contains since ^  of the 
form (3 o2 ) belongs to each of the seven non maximal 
arithmetics (r « 1 ® 2 ® « o o7 ) but ^  is not 
contained in We define the intersection of
Jg » 9 J3 ^ 9 9 9 to be J* o Then
J* ss f M *
-f»®
w
It is easy to see that the intersection of 
any set of arithmetics of an algebra is itself 
an arithmetic of that algebra o Thus J* is 
a non maximal arithmetic of Co Finally we note 
that for rational integers r® s such that r $ s 
and l^ r® s 4 7
4  n - J"'
T© complete the proof of theorem 3ol we must
show that J*| 0 J30 J*® 9 Jg 9 J*7 are
non maximal arithmetics of Co
Kg® be any subsystems of C which 
are closed under addition® subtraction and 
multipliestiono A (1»1) reversible mapping © 
of K g onto is colled an isomorphism of 
Kg onto K^ if under B addition® subtraction 
and multiplication are preservedo If such a 
mapping B exists® Kg and ere said to be 
isomorphic and K^ is called an la ©morph of
Kgc
From § 2 it follows that the automorphism^ of 
C associated with the permutation (2143576)®on 
the suffixes of the units of C® is an isomorphism 
of any arithmetic J onto a second aritnmetic J* ® 
say^ Thus ^ » J3 and so on,
while fJ* B J*. Therefore J, ® ® Jj , J®g.® Jy®
J^® Jy are isomorphic * Theorem 5o2 has thus 
been provedo
29.
We cow proceed to find the maximal arithmetics 
of Co First we prove
Lemma 5»5. Aav sum satisfies condition (i)
for aa element gg ag. arithmetic J C @aâ
By lemma )ol we assume without loss of 
generality that Ug * v® * Then
« 1 + u, + i( U3+ Us+ Va+ Vs ).
Thus %( "lu,v,| - 1, This
complotes the proof of tho lemma«
Now we prove
3o4. Any product satisfies condition
(i) for en element of an arithmetic J of Co 
% (  ) equals the basic unit which triads
( u,j Uj) and ( v, , v,j,, Vg ) have in Common.
Again suppose that u, » v^  c Then by straight 
forward multiplication
s  + "x + Vg + U5V3 )
which satisfies condition (i) for en element of 
an arithmetic of Co Hence %( Is definod
and
This completes the proof Of Lemma 3.4. Ws note 
that ^  where x is the basic unit
assigned to the triad ( u^, Vg , u^ V^g ) provided 
that tu^ Vgl - u^Vg,
30.
Lemma 3r>3o Two elements ® of C cannot
both be contained in the same arithmetic J of C 
unless w * w %
We have
^ + |V| w| + IVj^ wj + tv,wl )
^W{V'“ i( 1 + lv,'w'l+ |v|.wl+ f4w1)
Again, without loss of generality, we let 
Vg H Then
+ V, + Vj + 1 ) + 0
and
t ^  + vj + 1 ) +
where and ^  are elements of . Suppose 
that and belong to J. Then 
and also belong to Jo Hence
a  m =• lVg®'5|v^U*
“ xd^s*! ” Ivs^ 'l) + -^ ( \  + Vg - v‘ - ^  ) "t
must be an element of J* Now must satisfy
condition (i) for an element of an arithmetic 
of C. But ( Vg 9 v^) and (  ^ have either
two elements in common or no elements in
commono Hence vm must have |VgW| « |v^ w^ | o 
Thi@—hoMs-4-f Vi  ^ Thus lammo 5c5 has
been establishedo
Now any element of 0 for which a characteristic 
unit is defined has characteristic unit equal 
to Og 1 or w where w is a basic unit of 0 
other than lo
31o
Hence v j q ceo st once fron Xronas that homes 506
Lamna 3 060 All elements of any given arithmotlc 
J of G with cheracterintic uaita different from 
0 or 1 have equal characteristic units 0
«cEBiV . m m c a a R a a #  ^ es a u S e a e s rs a ir»  «w ._ i - - -  "  ti ■ , i i '■ ,, , i r . ' “ .r ■*‘ r, .i!". F:w
VJe now prove
Lenma 3q? o -fr* satisfies the condition
(i) for an element of an arithmetic J of G if
and only if w is an ©lament of the triad
( g u^) m t h  asoiTOQd unit Uo If this 
condition holds Xf ^  + 'g )  ^w =
We hoy©
WkW" ^ + «Î.+ "I3+ tv, wl + Sv^ vjl + iVg raî ),
Clearly ( u, , Ug) and (Jv, )
€om@t have three elements in common since
i while  ^vj,. If tho
triads hovo an ovon number of oloments in 
common® Ku. + ™ t  a rational integer
and is ® therefore^ not contained in <Jp
Assume that la an element of Jo Then
( g u^) and ( Iv^ wl ® iv^ wi ® Iv^ wl ) must have
precisely one element in common« Also® by 
Lemma 3ol® we may take u^  ^ o Then if |VgW| 
belongs to the triad ( u^® u^) we have
|v^ (o s 1® 2 or 3)0, Now
|Vg wj « Ug implies that ® |v^  v^  w| s jUgU^ j « 1®
which, is not so^ Jv^ w§  ^ (b s 1 or 2) implies 
that |v^ w3  ^ |VgV^w|  ^ gu^ u^ g ® (t ® 1 or 2) 
and thon ® Ug) and ( wj® ® jv^wj)
have two elements in commono This cannot holdo
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Similarly® we cannot have
Iv^ wS a ^  for s ® 1® 2 or 3c
Hence we must have
Iv^ w! s for some s (l4 s ^  3)o
But® since \v^ wj ® lu^ i^ l ® we hove w « %u^u^. 
Now w ^ 1 and® therefore® # u^o Hence®
since, u^  (u^u^)  ^-^ 1® we have w ® u^for some t
4 t 43) io0.o w belongs to the triad 
( 9 u^) with aosigned unit Uo
To complete the proof we suppose without 
loss of generality that w  ^u^o Thon® since 
v^ * 17© can writ©
+ ^w.v = 1 + i( »3+ h  «-J +Kujj + u, )
= 1 + u, + U^+ U3+ u ^  + Iv^ u^
Thus




®  W n
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.7"
For products of tha form fw.vlww' follows 
from Lomas 3 . 6  that vso need only consider the case 
when w = 57* o It io easy to prove by direct 
multiplication that the following lemma holds.
Lemma 3,8. The product of two elements ^ and
c aMlg£i-a§ tho. GOPdjtlon (i) for an element 
of an arithmetic of C a M  QQUBla 1
Wo
In tho '3DÎOO V78J the following Isma cen 
sioplified for tho prosont ©rgunonto
Lima go9° The oroduct of two elemonts i 
bo'longs '^to sn nrlthmotlc qt Q If and 
if w io on olenont of the triad ( ® uMl III ■ NiM • "M ■' *  «1 iip«.i n, iir^ «"vi n^ i*  »=■■'■■>■" ■ ■ ' ^  U '
In feet to complete @ur argument wo see 
from Lommo 5o? that we need only consider products 
which, w s Ug for somo s (l4s é3)«
The details of the proof involving straight 
forward multiplication of a quasiquaternion and 
^^,^sre omittedo For esch such product 
is equal to 1 or Wo
are now in a position to establish 
Thocrea 3o3° Suppose J is an arithmetic of C 
containing the quasiquaternions o Lot
tho associative triads with assigned units u,
V, have unit w in comono Then by Lenuna 3.4 
J contains an element with characteristic unit w
34o
Also® from the result and proof of Lemma 3o)® it 
follows that J contains the third quaaiquaternion 
of the form (3 .1) with corresponding associative 
triad containing
Now suppose that J contains quasiquaternion
of the form (3oi) for which f  w (lCo43)o 
io0o (uj ® u^g u^) is one of tho foui“ proper 
associetive triads of basic units not containing w/j 
Then fron Lonna 5^4 it follows thot % (  1®
equal to a basic unit of C other than 1 or Wo 
Therefore® by Lemma 3.6® cannot be cn eleaont
of Jo Hence J cannot contain «
Definition of the Maximal Arithmetics of Co
For each basic unit w of C other than 1 we 
define J^to be the set of all elements of C 
of the form
(3o3) Gto + S,^)+
where «to is contoiced la J@, S,, » 0 or 1,
f«sK)“ u^. w « Ug for soca o (1 & s & 3) or
” |w,v 8^ "^  1  Zl. is «V 5*0
We have proved in the above lemmas that for
^ * 1® 9 1% 9 1^ t 1  ^9 1  ^9 1$ 9 I7 ® maximal
arithmetic of Co This completes the proof of 
Theorems 3«3 and 3o4o
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It follows fron Lssna Jo2 that each maximal 
arithnotic of C contains three distinct non 
aexinal arithmetics ® , (1 ér®s,t 6 7).
ig t ig ® i^ arc tho basic units assigned to the 
proper nssociotivo triads of basic units 
coatoiaing vso
The pernutatioa (2143576),as oxploincd in 
f 2 ® when applied to the suffixes of the basic 
units of C® gives aa autoaorphism of C for 
suitable sign chàiK^QS on tho unitSo Tiiun ®
iconsrphico ■ For
9 ® ^ (fV
if® ©u » Vo
' ^eny ouch iooaorphioa © ® 0 ®. if end only
Given any olomont of 0 which satiofieo 
condition (i) for an clement of on arithmetic 
of G® WQ can immediately see to which of the 
maximal orithnatics it belongs <, Any such 
elemont ex con bo written in tho form (3o3) 
for a one basic unit w« Clearly® if S®» are 
both zero® then a be longé to J^® vvhile® if 
Sg « 0 ond Sg, 4^ 0  ^ n is contained in J*.
If Sg «i* P® then et io on elomont of one or 
three of the maximal arithmetics (w « l$o»7) 
For example ® if
 ^ ^ 4 ig)®
P9 hevG *i“ o % (  ^ )  “ 1* W®





p —  ^ ( 1 + 1, ♦ 1, + i_ )
■w© have 1
Iw) • 1 ♦ ( 1,+ la+ Ij)
,,Qiac0 % ( ^ ^ )  B 1 ,^0 Thus W3 CC3 that M  io only 
coataiasd in J f
' It io now osny to write dcv^ n tho set of 
■©leffidats cf aem 1 of coy aozimol erithmetic 
'■of C» Thofo Qfo 16 unite cf Cg the 48 
qUs8i«qudteraleas lavolvimg linear Ccmbiaotioad * 
of the proper aosociative triodo coataiaias tw 
and the 48 elemente obtained from the 
qûa8i*qudtefaioaa by multiplying by the corraapdodins 
asaigoed qaita# Alee there are 64 alamahta of 
the form
^(51*0,» ■Û1S.J» âUj»)
asd 64 elessats of tho fera
*iî,
where ( u^, u,) iû o proper assocletivo triad
of basic unite of C aot involving w. Thus 
eonteias 240 olocamtn p , qqj, of Aora 1.
We note that all eleneate gj, of the
form (3,1) hava real part zero. Also the ufüLts 
of C are elomants of nara 1 cf cay mazimal
arithmetic of C
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Thus B(^) « 0 for 126 of tho elosonts p of J,, 
of fiora 1« For thoso 126 eleraeats we see at 
once from the renü equation that p' » «1,
Tha roeaiainc oloaonta of norm 1 othor 
thon hi ho7o roal part equal to 1-%« Thus 
R(f) “ r- for 112 oleeentB of norm 1 of 
e n d i n  this cbùo , f  «.” !« llacce it 
follows froa Corollzrÿ 2«3 that, cn oleeent 
of norm 1 of any naainal orithsotic of 
0 induceo en eutoaorphiea of C if end only
if y  " tl.
As -wa cow'la g 2 ® It follcwa ot caco frca 
Dickooa«d owdouocd lew (lo2) of rultipXicotioh
la C that thg permutotlem (125)(567) ©pplisd t© 
tho.. cuffixes cf tho. imito cf ÇojXoy^a olgobra 
gives-Oh autoaorphisa of tho clgobroo In offoct 
this feet m 3 usod by BlokBon [ij] la fiMiog 
three of tho moxinol soto of intogrol oloosnta,.. 
of C viso ^^9 and
In order to treat the sar*© oubj^ct 
Kir m3 0 [28] àeflnod a meduXm in Csyley'^a alggbra 
to bo Q set of Coyloy nxiubora with ratioaol 
coefficioats oloeod undor subtroctioa end 
coatelniag eight linearly iadepeadant members,
A module io csllod aa iatefrrol dor-aia if it io 
closed under multipliootlcao
■ 3So
For example® tho modulo comoiatims of all Cayley 
mumbers with rational integral coefficients is 
en integral domain» Kirmge then definod a maximal 
iatogrol domain to to on emtonoion of which 
cannot bo further omtended without coaaing to be 
an integral domoin© Kiri^»Q®o aa:d,msl integral 
domains® if correctly derived® er<3 tho soma as 
the aovon memimsl esta of Csyloy intcgora obtoined 
aboveo
We m \i pPGVO the fallO'Mns reoult on the ■ 
iatQracotione ef tha maximal orithaiatica of Co
Thaqron 5®6o Fo;? (u® v® w) q pro^nr ansocietivo 
triad of ba^ic ualts of G® th>^ Intwo'^ctlon ' ofiP^SDte-jcoHEig®^ # i j r * m^KK-tF. . - - ‘r i  - ii ^  ..i.- j  #  « '       i' V  ~ — ------------------  — . _ »
J(àt ^vt 12. rhfirn 1 in. thp, hanie n-plfc
aRBijrned to (u, r, w)„
. . m  mBBOm ^  V W r
For any anticaccc 1 ative tried ( u* « v* ® w* ) 
of basic units of 0® the intersection of J.»«®
K %= 3 »  « « r i , , r  TT-rac 3 »  mi n r  t t - I  « .«£» ^  « ri >«■  •  i . « im m A ^ i . , i „  i ^  m w #  m w #
L j OdUnio
1 , Y
- 'C ^8»!J* “ n  J;
The result io imiiedieta® Supposa, that
^ 1 ^ u + V + w .)^
Since %(Ç) « 1® w  300 that ^  io on element of 
the intersection of end Also is
ccatoimod in this intorcaction» lot i^ fee the 
basic unit oGoignod to (u® v® w)o Them® ©inc© 
io formed fey adjoining the element ÿ to 
it follows thet tha intorcaction of J^® and
39,
To prove the eecocd pert of the theorem we 
note that ao auch coemoA eleaent can be fouAd, 
This follows SlACS
Jy* ^ m %*v*i “
where Ig is the basic unit asoigned to the proper 
associative tried ( u* * v* jlu'v*!). But
4  C 1 ♦ u* + V* + lu' v'l)
is not contained in Thus the rosult follows. 
This completes tfes proof of Thooroa 5,6,
Wc saho the following defirdtions for use in 
$6 4 and 9 below.
Let 0 be a definlopt met of Qeyley units for
mr~ i s^-^m  >  I I  I I- " ! ' 'Tx w &c mm ttt-jm .rd •‘is m  i r t - a r a -  - n a  T u a a  t r n  n v « ji
if D is cf ©no of the following throe types»
(i) D io tho ompty oot of units of Co
(ii) D is 8 sot ( Uj ® Um ® u^ )^ of units 
of C for which
is contained in
(iii) B is a set consieting of the eight 
basic units of C with some signs effircd.
Further, define D* to be a basic defining set 
of Cayley units for if n‘ ie a set 
( u|, u^, u^, ul) of basic units of C for which
la conteinad in
40,
To form o table of the basic dofiuing sets 
of Cayley units for maximal arithmetic of C 
we proceed as followso Let v be any basic unit
of 0 other than 1 and w. Then ( w® v® Ivml ) is
a proper associative triad of basic units of Co 
let the unit assigned to triad ( w® v® fwv| ) be 
Uo Then the basic defining sets of units for 
Jvj ore
( 1® w® V® iwvi ) ( u® wu® vu® fwviu )
( 1 ® IV® u® \m ) ( V® |wv| ® vu®|wv|u )
( 1 ® w® vu® t w u  ) ( V® luvi ® u® wu )
( 1® V® Ug IWVjU ) ( w® IotJ ® wu® vu )
( 1® hftfVl® u® vu ) ( w® V® wu® twvl u )
C 1® Vj WU® Vu ) ( W® Iwvl 9 U® |WV| u )
( 1® |Wt| ® wu® Iwvlu ) ( W® V® u® vu ).
Thus if we wish to find the basic defining 
sets of units for for example® we put w » i, 
and choose v » i^ ,® sayo Then® since ii® is the 
unit assigned to the triad ( i, ® i^ ® i, ) we 
have® u « 1^0 In table II we give the basic 
defining sets for in both Cayley and
Dickson notation»
Finally® for use in § 9® we give the following 
defloitlon and lemma on sets of Basic units of Co 
Here no two units of tho same set are equalo Also, 
as before® the order of tho units within a set 
is unimportant »
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A set A) of basic units is said to be
SfifiilSfiaMs S$iS|i3âSâS Jw of C by a set A 
of basic units of C if
(I ) Ag and A^ contain the same number of 
elements and if
(I I ) corresponding to osch basic defining 
sot 4  units for there exists s basic 
defining set 4  thet end
A^^D^ contain the sano nuxbor of olonanto end 
ouch that £3 Jj{ oqualo tho 14 basic defining 
acte in turn Dl oqusls th»$ somo 14 onto in e 
possibly different order.-,
Via n@^ provo •
Len^a^clOo Anr net A^  cnnnint?npi rf t basic 
units of 0 is raolscoftblo for X., b.j any sot A^
M ' l  # & :  r - -  - r - v z . ' i - r L ’..' -  p-- - * i  mmm»  I 1 #  %  F  ^  « M V ' - ^ J O i  M H M M ü V
of t basic Tmitn of 0 provided that t »< 1® 2
£S 3o
Tho lemma can be proved by inspection of 
the basic defining eeta for given in () A) 
and from tho fact that in (3o4) v is any basic 
unit of C other than 1 or w» Honce each unit 
occurs in precisely seven of the defining sotso 
Therefore, tho lemne holds for t '« Ir Any two 
units occur in throe bade defining soto ond do 
not occur in three euch oeta.^  Tho defining seta 
occur in pairs, the union of which equals the 
sat of eight bsoic units of Co Thus precisely 
one unit of any pair of units occurs in each of 
the eight remaining aetSr.
42 V
By considering elements for suitably
chosen U| ® Vg ® we see that any set of throe 
units occurs in one and only one basic set» 
Hence precisely two of the throe units must 
occur in 6 pets and procisoly one of tho three 
in the remaining six sets* The lemma has 




treat factorisation and congruence 
in the eritimetics of Cayley°s algebra G«
Firstly® we discuss isotopisms of Co Results, 
proved by Rankin P&5] , on the nunbor of 
factorisations of a givon element in the 
arithmetics and J© are reviewed» Further® 
results on congruonso® establishod below, are 
used to find tho nunbor of factorisations of 
a prescribed element in the remaining arithmetics 
of 0. Ae before® we define our terms as they 
occur in the general diocusoionic
Lot J be any arithmetic of Cayloy°s algebra 
C. If, for any two elements ^ ^ of an
arithmetic J of 0, there exists cn element Y[ 
of J such thot 
(4.1)
ie said to be divisible by ^ on the left 
in J ond ^ ia sold to divide %" on the left 
in Jo Similarly we define ^ to bo divisible 
by on the right in J if there exists an ^ of 
J such that (4ol) holds » In both cases Ç ie 
said to have the factorizotlon ^  J and
^ 9 ^  are celled the factors of ^ in J» 
write
^ s I in J,
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For example ç an element p o t norm 1 in J divideo 
axaj element ^ of J on the left end on the right 
in Jo Also, clearly, a rational integer m 
divides an element Ç of J on the right in J if 
and only if a divides ^ on th© left in Jo
An element ©f J is said to be a Cayley 
prime for J if, for oil fsctoriaotions of
Ç in J, either E ^  a i ©r For
example, suppose that Ç has norm a rational 
prime p, aa/o Tb.on it follows, since 
IÎ Ç  ^  ^Pt. that either or has norm lo
In this COSO, is a Coyloy primoo
If, for given quaternions p, 
c<  ^ ^ if
it follows, by the associative law of multiplication 
for quaternions, that for any quaternion S
o( - ( gs
Thus if jg dividos on the left in a quaternion 
arithmetic H° of C, it follows that, for any 
element 6 of norm 1 belonging to H®, divides
et on the left in H “ o
If Ç ore Cayley numbers and Ç»
the relation
Ç - (f g )(g-\)
la seAorsI only holds when S » ±a whagg ta- la 
8 AOtt zero gotileaol iBitogePo
4$.
The question naturally arises of whether
it is possible to choose (1-1) mappings & , ^ 
of C onto itself such that, for any given Cayley 
numbers ^ , ? 9 ^  for which ^ ^ U  «
T -  o H  •
To discuss this question, we mahe the following 
definitiono
An ordered triple of (1-1) nsppings 
( 09 Gf C onto itself lo defined to be
en isotepism of C if
0|. for all Co
An isotopism in which the mappings 6 , ^ , 
denote multiplication by reals is called 
trivialo For example, the isotopism 
( & , - -t) where 9. is the identity mapping 
and maps every element onto its negative 
is a trivial isotopism of C«
Albert’s identities ( 1 r, 1)} and (Idh) 
provide Convenient examples of isotopisms of 
C which are non trivialo
The triple of mappings ( 6 , ^ t ) of C 
upon itself, if an isotopism, is celled,e 
principal isotopism of Co We prove
Theorem 1 g_ There does n ^  exist a non 
trivial principal isotopism of Co
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Suppose that (0 , # 9 «• ) is a principal 
isotopism of Co Lot i^ ( s @ 0, 1, 000 7 ) 
as usual the basic units of Co Write
^ij « Ug, * Wg for 0 4 s 4
Thon the sots for □  ^0, 1, 000 7 ora
not necessarily units of Co Let ^ c^  0
end « Ig Ig
AI^o
and
 ^ O^^-îî, ^
" K ^ o  "
For 1 4t 4 7, wo have
Thus
(4o4)
For 14 © 4
W  K K  "
end therefore fey (4o4) wa hove
!«. ) %««s
( 4 c  5 )  (  V g )
It follows by (4o2) and (4o3) that for 1 4 1 4 ?
Thus
-to"
and (4o6) for 1 4 tg o 4 ?
(^c7) ® Ug « (i^Uo)o
How lot ® ^ where are
quo si quaternions in ( i^, Ig, i_^ig_ ) and v io 
another unit different from f lo VJo cssuse 
that t ÿ 8c Then the right hand side of (4o7) 
equals
^ » (itig ) ( is^o + V )
« - (i^is) ((^,is)v )
® “ ( T‘
 ^ ^ t( ^1
= it^o “ )
But the left hand aide of (4o7) equals 
lt( ^0+ v). Tàua
Therefore
* Oc
How i^s ij can be chosen as any pair of units 
of C for which li^ \4* 1 and \±^\^ lo Thus Uq
is realo The result follows by (4o2), C4c3)
end (4o4), ioOo all principal isotopisms of 
Cayley's algebra C ore trivielo
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Suppose thatfor and
T  - f
are two different factorizations in arithmetic 
J of element Z of J of Co Then bj the obovo 
theorem it follows that no explicit relation 
corr@spending to a principal isotopism of 0 can 
exist between ( ÿ , ^  ) end other than
I  ^ « - Y
unlees ^  er ^  m Is 8 qnasiquaterjiion for some 
unit m of C or ^ is of some other special form^
Wo ohail see that factors of a given element 
of can be characterized up to a factor of ±1 
by considering congruence modulo 2 in
For any rational integer m>0 and Cayley 
integers % <a'\ wa define ^ to be
congruent to modulo m in if is divisibla
by m in J^o Wc write
Ç g t| ( modulo m in )
or, when no confusion can arise,
^ s %  ( mod m )•
It is clear that for this definition 
congruence is well defined in the sense that 
is an equivalence relation.
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If
^  ^ ( mod m ), ^ ( mod m )
then
-  'f I '^ 1 ( ^ ).
W® only consider modulum m for m a rational 
integero
Wo first prove
Theorem 4o2o For any elements and ^ ^©f 
such that
^ m ( modulo 2 in )
and are either both even or both odd 
rational integerso
¥e have + 2^ v;here ^ io an element
of J^c Therefore, by (lo5)«
« N Y  + 4Nig 4 2R(2Y?).
But is on element of J^o Henco R(2 Y  ^  )
must be an integero The result followso
Also we have
Theorem 4o3, Any element ^ of maximal arithmetic 
^  congruent modulo 2 ^ n Jy^  ^ . an element ^ of 
an arithcotic J, containing Jo of C if 
M  ^ ^  it^ salf an element of Jo
50c
Me hsvo
^  X  ( mod 2 in ).
Thus
 ^ X ^ 2
where oc is an element ©f J^o Thus 2^ is contained 
in Jo o Honce J belongs to J if and only if x  
belongs t® Jo
Ü© now prove the more difficult
Theorom Any olem.ent ^ of odd norm of
maximal arithn?.otic of Cayley*o algebra C io 
congruent modulo 2 ^  J^ ;to an element, unique 
apart from sign, of norm 1 ^  J^c
Let Ç bo any given element of odd norm of
Then, from the definition of J^, it follows, 
since ^ has odd norm that
*5 » ^0 + S, Ç(yy)
where is an element of J^, equals Çu ?
9 |’vT*v u is 9 basic unit assigned
to an associative triad containing w and v is o 
basic unit asoignad to a triad not containing Wc
Suppose that = <)o Then ^ and
^ ^ 5  a$ig ( mod 2 ) 
where each is 0 or lo Since io odd, the 
number of coefficients r , say, for which « 1 
4 a 4 7) must be oddo
If r " 1 the result follous °
If r » 3 we hevo
dp - ij, + + 1,^  (mod 2).
It is easy to prove that there exists a basic
unit 1^ of C for which ( i^, i^ ,, ig^ , ij^ ) is a
basic defining set of Cayley units for (§3).
But for cay such sot ( u,, u^, Uj^ )
4.
22 u., s 0 ( mod 2 )
Thus in this case
0^ 0 a i^ ( mod 2 }
If r = 5 ^0 hove, since
1 a 0 ( mod 2 ),
t»o (
congruent modulo 2 in to the sum of three 
different basic unit© of The case r « 5 has 
thus been reduced to the case ir * 3*
Similarly the result follows if r » 7®
If 8, « 1, we have
1  '
From ebove we see that if Nc^o is odd (gc^ is 
congruent modulo 2 in to a basic unit i^ , pay, 
of o How write .
where w^ (14 s 4 8) are the eight basic unit© of o
±
Then we have > W| for some t, (1 4 8, 44) 
for if not 'Ç Is congruent modulo 2 in to an 
element of even norm of which cannot be true. 
Thus
n ■grC-Wj^  + + Wg ) (mod 2 )
and the result follows.
How suppose that H«^ is even. Then
c<o Pgig (mod 2)
where each Og « 0 or lo Since le even the 
hiiaber r of coefficients » 1 must be eVeno
If r B 0 or 6 the result follows at oncèo 
If r a 2 or 6 we have
(««"I 2)
where as before
and W;  ^ , Wj^  form a set D, say, Of four
basic units of C o  Precisely one of i$^  and i$^ 
cannot occur in D, for ^ must be congruent 
modulo 2 in to an element of odd normu If 
neither i. nori« occurs in D the result follows 
as beforeo We now suppose that both i&^  and i$^  
occur in the set D. In this case it is easy 
to prove that there exist two elements Wg^ , Wg^  
of D for which (ig , ig,  ^w^) la a basic




Is. + Is. a s^, + %  (mod 2)
Hence
Ç n + Wg^  + xi^) (mod 2)
Finally we suppose that r » ho Then
a + ij^+ ig^  + ig^+ + Wg,+ w^+ w^) (mod 2)
Clearly the eeta ( ig^ , is^ , is^ ) end
( w, 9 w^, W3 9 must have en even number of
elementa in common for otherwise ^ is congruent 
modulo 2 in Jw to an element of even normo If 
the sets have no elements in common or four 
elements in common the result is immediate. If they 
have precisely two elements in common the 
argument reduces to the previous casec
Thus for any element contained in J^ r
^  » P ( modulo 2 in )
where p is an element of norm 1 of Jw» If also
^ a p* ( modulo 2 in Jw )
where Np' « 1 it follows that p« t p %
Theorem hoh has thus been provedo
As an example we consider the element^
^ B 1 + 1; + ’5e( i,^  -Î* ig. + i^ + i/y )
5h.
Since X (^ ) » 1 and
F  " 1 + 1, + -^ [( 1 + i, + i^ + i,
“ *^0+ F m
where « 1 + i, and " F * ’ *® take
w a i, » ij, or ij.
In J: we have
P = 1 + 1; + + 1^ s 0 (mod 2)
oinco %(*ip) w 1^0 Thus in
^  a "= i^ = i& + "% ( + i^) (mod 2)
" *^( ^ i. * ig = i, + i*y) (mod 2)w
while in J: we have*'1
^  « *^  ( + i^ , + ig ^ i^ i-y ) (mod 2)
Next .wo deduce from Theorem 4^4
Theorem 4o5o Any element of even norm of a 
maximal arithmetic of Cayley's algebra 0 4S 
congruent modulo 2 in to the sum of two 
elements of JL_ of norm 1 or to 0.
This follows since any such eleiz^nt ^  can 
be written as where and 0re linear
combinations of disjoint defining sets of units 
for and are such that and are oddo
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Theorems 4o4- ond 4o^ are used to characterize
end count the numboro of distinct factors in
maximal arithmetic of a given element ^ of
However, we must first relate the number of ^
representations of odd rational integer mn as %]
- s»o «
where TZ Sgig is an element of to the number 
of representations of rational integers m and n 
of this formo
Vie define r,^ (m) to^be the number of different 
representations of a as %] where S  iss»o * S*p * ®
contained in fixed arithmetic of C for h * 0, 1, o 
oo 7, i, , i^g ooo i^o Further wa write r^Cm) « r(m) 
Clearly, rg(m) *• r^ .(m) and r^ (^m) « r^(m) for s, t 
such that 1 4 Sgt 4 7o For example, r(l) s 16,
S’gCl) * 40 and « 240 for 14 s 4 7.
We state without proof some results on the 
number of distinct representations of a rational 
integer as the norm of an element of any fixed 
arithmetic of C containing the eight basic units of 0
Theorem 4o6o
(!) For m an odd rational integer
T|,(q ) r(l) - r(o) î?t,(l).
(11) Foîf a, a odd rational Integero such that 
(a,a) m 1
rj^ (n) Tj^ (n) # rj^ (ttn) r^(l).
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Theorem 4060
(ill) For p e rational prime and integer t > 0
r^(p) = r^(l).(l + p^)
rj,(l) Py,(p**') » r^ ,(p) E>h(p*) - r^ (l).;^ .r^ ,(p'''
(iv) For integer t > 0
r<2^} « XeSè 2^  “ 1 ? ^T»l ■'
where in each case h may take any one ©f the
vqlnop^ 0 ,  1 ,  2 ,  00 79 ijs i^ , oo ii^ u
The results for r(m) are given in Rankin'© 
paper [45] 0 Then it follows that, for m odd,
r(4m) B -fer(4) r(m) ® ?lr(a)o
Hone® the number of representations of 4m as a 
sum of eight squares of integers, four of which 
are odd, is 70r(m)o Thus, fTOmTheorem 4o6 (i), 
it follows that
r
TjCa) B 3 r(ra) for 14 s < 7=
An independent proof of Theorem 4o6 can bo given 
by means of the methods indicated by Rankin (loCô)o 
We now prove
Theorem 4o7^ Any clement ^ of -maximal arithmetic 
Jw of C for which « mn where m, n are positive 
rational integers such that (m,n) » 1 hem precisely 
240 differont:'.factorizations Jw ÊÊE which
a m and ® no
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If , « a ■ N?a 8®d %% 4
Talua of H(^ ) is lass than a. For if
Ft - È  x.ij (t - 1, 2)Sxo
w@ havo _
f.) - S  ( X,j± Kjjf
< 2 J  ( xfs + X*)*
S«o
9 4a#
Further, supposa that F is divisible @a the 
left by F« 8ad Fa, 1%^  J* where H|”, » a. Write
^  Bffid ^
Them
Slallorly,   __
- »F*'
Thus __
“*?. It - 
Hemee, by (1.11),
“ HIT.RCniV)- 
But (a,n) “ 1. Therefore,
R(fi F&) - 0 or ±*^a<
Suppose further that
= 1$, ( mod 2 Im Jw )°
Then
(4.8) T. (mod 2 in J„)
Thus, by Theorem 4.3, is contained in
Hence
(4.9) H(Fr?x) - 0.
Non N ( " m* and a is odd. Therefore,
Ft Ft ^ 8® one or five odd rational integral 
coordinates. It is easy to shon that any set of 
five basic units of C contains a basic defining set 
of units for Thus the sum of any five such
basic units is congruent modulo 2 in to one of 
the five units. Hence
(4010) (mod 2)
for some t (1 4 1 4 7)o
But (4o8) and (4ol0) cannot both hold o Hence
(4011) % * (mod 2 )
From (4^11), Theorem 4 o 4  and the fact that
« 240
it follows that any Ç of odd norm mn where (mon) * 1 
has at moat 240 factorizations in such that 
Ny « m, » n.o
Now suppose there exists a ^ in of norm ian 
with leas than 240 such factorizations o For all 
such f for which = mn the number of 




2? (a) < 240 H  1
® 240 r^(ma)
But this contradicts Theorem 4o6 (il) with h « w# 
This complotes tho proof of Theorem 4o7®
Uoxt wc prove 
Theorem 4o8^ Any element TÇ of maximal arithmetic 
Jw 2Ê. G for which IT^  * p^ *^ where p is. an odd 
rational primo ond t  > 0 hao precisely
(i) 240(1 + p^) distinct factorisations 
in for which * p and if p divides
Ç in Jç^
or (ii) 240 such factorizations if p does not 
divide ^ ^
(i) Suppose that p divides ^  in J^c Then 
^  = p^^ where ^ io contained in Let ^ fee
any element of of norm p and suppose that
o Then is contained in J^o Also
" P ? * ® ?  ® Thus ^ has as many 
distinct factorisations such that » p
and » p^ as there are distinct elements of 
norm p in The result follows from (iii) of
Theorem 4o6o
(ii) Suppose now that p does not divide f  in 
J^o I^t ^  have distinct factorizations and 
^^^in for whJ.ch p and P^«
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Suppose that
“ %% 2 in J^)
Then
% f a. ^  1 (mod 2 in J^)
Thus by Theorem 4o5 on element of o
Now by (lo4) and (In?) wo have
(1.10) R[I, (f»F ) + (f F.)F4* RC?> 2R(|, fi).
byJ^lo9) _Fi(|a?’) " P BCd. ^
(TF, = p I iIx- Therefore p dividos 2R(?) R(^,$J.
Since odd prime p does not divide f in it does 
not divide 2R(|)o Therefore, p divides R(f|^2,)o 
But R(%, ^ 2) ®n integer and  ^ How
fi  ^-^2,® Therefore po Hence E(^ , ^ )  ^0
and has om or five odd rational integral
coefficientso Thus, as in the proof of Theorem 4ç?, 
fivz congruent modulo 2 in to s basic unit 
of other than t lo  Therefore each element ^ of 
norm p which divides Ç on the left in is 
congruent modulo 2 to a distinct element of norm 1 
of Jgjc Honce there exist ot most 240 distinct 
foctorizations in this cosoo For all ^ of 
norm p^*‘ in JL ^ he number of factorizations of
f i
thio form io given by r^(p) r„(p ). Supposa 
that thoro exists a ^ in J of norm p ^ ‘ which is 
not divisible by p in J^with less than 240 
fectorisationo of the typo diaeribad»
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Then _
ï>„(p) r,,(p ) < 240 h i  + 240(1 + P® > ^ 1
- 240[ i„(p*'*‘) - r^(pt-)]
+ 240(1 + p^) r^(p*">
- 240 r^ ,(p*^ ') + 240 p'*r^ (^p^ *’* )
- r^/p) r.^ (P^  ) '
HomeG mo orch ^  oxietOo Tho reoult haa thus been 
proved bj caatradlotiono Thlo completes the proof 
of Thoorea 4^8«
Let *Ç ba any element of an arithmetic for 
acao h (h ^ 0, 1, no 7, i^  , i^ ,^ # , i,) of Co
Guppoa© that 0 ^  « an »li 0® For use in later
©©ctiocGg TTÎO cdopt a notation similar to that of 
Ronliin [451 end defiao
GfjÇîn.n) = Gl(;)
to be the sot of all factorizotioas of Ç in
for which ITÇ « © and n» Also we define
S J ?  Sa,n) B S^(^)
to be the mn^rhor of onoh factorizations o
Thus re hovo proved for n e basic unit of C •
othar thsa 1
Th'^oren 4n?n For m, n odd positive rational integers 
nr^h thnt (c,n) ^ 1,
â=sû) - 240
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Also w© haVO proved
Theorem 4o8c For p an odd rational prime and £ > 0
(i) if p dividos Ç in
s^(? ) = 240(1 + p5 )
9S (^i) i £  P does divide ^  in
a„(; ;p,p^) « 240
From Theorems 4o? and 4o8 we deduce the 
following resultiio
Theorem 4 r>9 o Eo£ m, n odd positive rational integers 
ouch thab (m,n)  ^1
pO,n) ® 16o
Theorem 4 o 10. For p an odd rational prime and £>0
(i) if p divides ^  in
IP,P‘) = 16(1 + p®) 
or (il) if p hoes not divide ^ in J«
;p,p^) « 16.
Theorem 4^11. For m, a odd positive rational inteKers 
Buoh that (ffl,n) - 1 and any t (1 4 t 6
50,a) - 48.
Theorem 4.12. For p on odd rational prime, É > 0 
and any t (14 t 4 7)
(1) p divides |  4n
5P»P*) = 40(1 + p®)
or (ii) if p does net divide Z la J.
8^(^ 5P,P^ ) “ 48.
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The methods used to establish Theorems 
sod 4o8 above were first used by HanJdLn (^ 5) to 
establish Theorems 4o9 and 4olO aboveo We have 
used the idea of congruence modulo 2 in while 
Rankin used the fact that tho eight basic unite 
of C are linearly independent and generate 
over the rational integerso
have already neon that occurs as a 
subset of for ony basic unit w of C other 
thon 1 and that (1 61 4 7) occurs as a subset 
of for three basic units w of C for which w  ^1, 
Further the olaments of which belong to Jg 
(0 ^ 8 k 7) are characterized as the elements of 
congruent modulo 2 in to an element of 
of norm l o  Thus Theorems 4c9  and 4*11 follow 
from Theorems 4 o 6  and 4o?t while from Theorems 4 o 6  
and 4 o 8  we deduce Theorems 4 o l O  and 4 o l 2 o
6 4 o
This seatioa lo on Ideals in Cayley's algebra C. 
Mahler la hla paper [?7] on the same subject used his 
results on the approximation of quaternions [340 to 
show that the algebra C admits a Euclidean algorithm. 
Results are restricted to the maximal arithmetics of 
Co niahler deduced that all ( left or right ) ideals 
oro principal and that tho basis of an odd ideal is 
Q rational integer* Firstly, wo review Mahler's work 
in terms of any maximal arithmetic of Co Then we 
extend the reoulto to show that the basis of any 
ideal is a rational integer*
Mahlor [?7] defines any oloment S of 0 to bo
integral if it can be written as
S à  dj s'
S»i
for retlonal iategars d, , d^, ,o d^ end. S', 6», <>° S. 
th. eight alecents of C
Sf = 1,, S» » ijs » ig, 5' = -^  ( 1 + i, + i,+ Ig),
Sg - i^» “ -k ( 1 + i,+ iy+ i&)
Sj " "k ( ^ 1^+ Ig ), i + ij+ i^+ ij)«
Mahlor noted that the linoerly indépendant eat S(, 5' 
,6 S' generates one of the three maximal arithmetics 
found by Dickson [I?] . Cloerly, and Sg are 
quosiqueterniono in distinct proper sasociativo triads 
having unit i. in common,
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Aloo, \w  c@e that
05» 6 ^  "  "  i g  «
Thus, froa tho dofinitioa of a maximal arithmatic 
of C, it follotjs that S( , 5^ * ° ° gonorate J, 
over tho rationol iatogerao
Horn let bo any maximal arithcotic of C 
ighoro 9 io 0 hsoic unit of C other than 1« D@t 
S, « ■>» 6j he tho icages of S{, Sy ». EJ
reapoctivoly tmdor tho outcmorphioa 0 of 0 for 
which iljr « Then sinco g, , g^, »° Sg are
linearly icdependoot over the roal field any 
olecsct Ç of C is expressible in the form
whore x,, x , »» %g ere real nucbers,
Erca ibhler'a result for J y  eo hovo at onco
Theorem S»1 Per eav element ^  of C and any maximal 
orithgatic of C, there exists ea element S of 
for which
N(^ E) 4
We new define left and right ideals for any 
caximal orithmstic o£ 0, A aotvi of elements of 
is called o left (or rlpht) ideal for if 
(1) whsnsvcr x,, are contained in l% , a, -t 
is ebntoicsd in da. end
(ii) whonovor e: is contoiaed in la and S  is any 
element of Sa (or ) lo contained in tt »
6S.
A (or lek") idgel for lo colled o
nrircipnl I off: (cr rip'ht) idoaX for If thoro exiata 
an olomont; ct* of la for which every eleecjat? of ^  Id 
oxpreasibla la the form Get* ( or ct*G ) for Bome S 
ccataincd in J^ o ÏÏ3 ooy that loft (cr right) ideal 
^  for io noaorotad by olcmcat c;* of
Text WQ have
Thocren 5o2n Every left (or right) idool for aay 
caxical arith-gtin J^j ^ iS 2. priooinal loft 
(or rii^ht) idoglo
Lot w. bo oay left ideal for laaKinal arithmetic 
J-j of Co Guppü'Ca that %% ccataina ot loeat cao 
oloccat other them 0. Them thoro cuat oziot aa 
Qlomoat a*, soy, of smalleot poaitivo norm ia ta**
Let ti bo eay eloceat of in, a Then, by Theorem 5 1, 
thsro cxiota cn olccaat S  cf for which
lî( ttffi*”' - s  ) (" ^ .
But d  ^  Set® is ea olament of m, and
■'( a ~ Set*) « n^( * =" S )L*
*B IT( ct * *» S  ) o
2T©w d  * hos snslloct positive norm in o Thus 
n  «' Êe;c muat equal Oo The result haa thus bean 
octcblichcd for loft ideelo for cny maximal crithmatic 
of Co A ainiilcr proof holda for right idcolo 
for JT^ c^
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We see et once from the definition of an ideal 
for that
Lemaa 5.1» Aay rational intopxal multiple of an 
element of norm 1 of Konoratee an ideal in
As in Theorem 5»2, results proved below for left 
ideals can be proved similarly for right ideals.
Suppose that tn. is any loft ideal for J,,» Then 
by Theorem 5.2 we may suppose that vt is generated by 
element «t « of J » Then for any elements S,, 6* 
of io contained in vt. Thus there exists
on element g of such that
(5»l) S,( - SjCi* ’
By Theorem 2,1 ue may write
a* a + «, u
where ere guasiquotornicaa in proper
associative triad ( u, , u.^ , of units of C for 
which lu^  ÿ lu| (s “ 1, 2, 3} and u is s uMt of C
n»
Suppose now that
Then take S, s u,, u^» We hcvc
U, (Uj«*) ■ u,|u^( « , + «,u)^
e + (cl^ UjU,
(5 2) S « (C;,Ug)U,
Hoaco there esiata aa eleneat p of such that
(5»5) u,(u^ ei*) - pa*.
Olasfly, p must be one of the 240 elementa of 
of norm 1. Wa have from (5.2) end (5.3)
(5.4) p ~ («, u,)u|^^
" ) =” 2(«, Ug«^)u*^
Now wo ouppoEQ that w is one of u,, U&, Uj. Then
^  (41 ± u, k ie an element of Hence
- i ÿ - f # :  ■ 0
Thus t?Q have pr@v©d that ©ae o f tha following 
roloticas holdso
C5'>5) Nti© » Nei,
(5c6) NcJo ■ 0
(5o7) Net, « 0
for ooch oxprgsaioa * « a^ -o- ctjU for «:* ia term© 
of quasiquateraioaa in en associative triad 
involvins ±xjo
are non in e position to provo the following
T^mm3_5o2o If » gegeratos a loft ideal fgg 
then there exista a proper aseeelativa triad 
( ^# 0 ) of bagje imita of C aontainiim w
and ulth oaoigQod unit u# sayo for which
ct* *
where are oramioumtorniopn of moral norci. in
( U| 9 Uxî> % )  provided that a* not of one of 
tho following throe for^a
(i) 0
(11) 8,1,
(111) 0,1, + Oglg T/hcgo ll^ ljl » t7, 1^ 4 Ig
and 0^ j ,  are jam laro rntional intogero
(Od TgO 6
Thia Icoza folloi^a at onco from the above 
diocusoion when wo mote that ther© are three possible 
choice a of proper aBSOciativa tried ( u,^ u^)
of bsGic imito of G eontaiains Wo If (5o6) or 
(5 »7 ) holds for all three choices of tried contoining 
Ü thon Wf) muat have a» of the form (i), (ii) or (iii)o
Wo non eoMidor cs ^ such thotg for at least cno 
fixed tried ( u^  ^ cent aiming w, o
Then wo have from (5o4)
But Ife* « s G3hU5
f « - (^ J u^^)u 
e %g,u, ooy*
where is a quasiquaternion of j&orm 1 in ( u, 9 u^)
Ua hcvo
(5o8) CÎ, «
ropsst bhis ergusa&t for cyclic permutations of
ths tried ( u,, u,,» Ug) and define
Cl, « wj^oUg for &- 1» 2, 5*
Also slnso f talents to Jv;« lo for each &





(5.11) Ü, * - soy,
where e =.
Clearly "% Is o quaslqua ^eralon of norm 1 In 
( u, s a,g u,)» Also
(5ol2) 'g «
Further from (5»9) and (5*10) go have
(5.13) UgCCg"' « where a « 't^ 'Sgand
( Ir, g 4 ,^ &-j) Is any cyclic permutation of 
( 1. 2, 5 ).
But t?| , Wg,g V, oro q%33lqu3t3roicaa of norm 1 in 




But for I a 1, 2g 3 "Vg boloogs to Thus, by
(3»D), w,, W», «3 are elements of It follows
from (1 .5 ) that w,, w^, w, ere themselves units of 
C other than il. Since « «1, iw,i, iwj, |w,l
must bo diotinst basic units of C. ( %», @ 5?% $ sr, )
is itself a permutation of ( u,, u^, Ug) with 
suitable sign changes. Thus from (5.13) we have
(5.14) ^ 6  “ dHrto»Ug
where, es ^ takes the values 1, 2 , 3 in turn, s runs 
through a permutation of the same values. Also the 
signs ere such thst
j
Now let
• a© + a, u, + e^ Ug^  + @gU_
a©, a, , a, are rational numbers .
Expanding the left side of (5.14) for 0 « 1 , 2, 3 
we have
u, «o - (e©+ a*-- aj- a^)u, + 2(a, e^ «= a* a, ]IUa4k 2 (a, âg+SoS^ 
lâS, iGLiCi, - 2 (9,64+0,0, )u,+ (0o“Ct+ai-aJ)u, + 2 (a,.e,~3,o, )u, 
u,e^  ^« 2 (a, 84-0,04 )u, + 2 (8405+0,3, )u,+(a^-a* +a% )u^  .
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In oech ccco ^3 cca frcx the rlf-ht sido of (5ol^) 
that tu3 co.Dfficlontn In oooh expansion are zero 
end that equolo thg regaining nen sero
coefficient. There arc sin pesaiblo cases to 
dlscuas szd it ic cacy to rJaoe? that is of thp 
fora iïï^ p an of tho fora iih?^  p ( 1 + ) t/hora
/> ie c qnsoiqu3tarnica in ( u, ^ u^) cf nern 1
and 1 ad 5 « Heiico, by (5 1^ 1) end since cl® nuat 
itself tc an clcnsnt of it follcns that rt*
is of the fo7?n tvhero o in n rational intogsr and 
p lo on element of of n o m  on ^loDont of 
cf n o m  2 cr the orn of fcnn units of 0 fer uhieh 
•Np*^  la not contained in
wo h ow proved 
S<.5  ^ Inv nieront cl » cf for n’hlch
id*'  ^ Cg <- t^i u
uhorrj cio c^, oro nno010notoraiono of awol norm in 
n_ pronen rennrelntlvn tried ( 1&* *  '  a% g  bocio
Rolta vi%th nnpi_fr-’l rnit Uc cr«*‘ot fronornto n left 
or rir% idoel for J,„ tinXooM it is of tho fern aG*’ 
for c £ rotir-'eX 5r.-'^ n^nr nrd p *
(i) on c)rr:rt rf of n^rn 1 ,
(ii) f^n nlnr-et of J,. of nnrm 2 of thn fern
V* r% n ? ; ^ g 1^0 23??(i rV-siot*cterrirno of rcrm
I i'J^M C 3^ 3
r?r (ill) on, element 2  ^ whoro p ic on cdor^nt of norm 
1 whlrh. balon""e to nenc r.o:':lnui orithnstic of 0 
bat nnt to
7 3 .
Mahler proved this lenuna in  ^ He then 
proceeded to discuss cases (5o6) and (5«>7) separateljo 
He was then able to deduce his result on odd ideals o 
By lemma 3^2g we need not discuss all possibilities 
for satisfying (5o6) or (5 ?)<» It is easy to 
show that
Lemma Ag element a * of generates an ideal
&S. only ^  for every rational integer m
generates an ideal for
We therefore proceed by showing that the particular 
cases stated in Lemma 2(iii) and Lemma )(ii)$ (iii) 
above give rise to elements cx* no rational integral 
multiple of which can generate an ideal for
First» however % we note that
1 U -f V/ + UW»
for (ug Wg t o ) a proper associative tried of basic 
units of Cg has 24 factorisations into factors of 
norm 2 in the maximal quaaiquaternion arithmetic in






( U<-TO ) ( 1-W )g ( 1«UW ) ( W+UW ) g
and the 12 further festorizationo obtained by 
changing the signs of the factorso
Qo £3G prOT'O 
Zocrra 5,5. Me rntienal AnfeeCTol cmltiolB of
1; t Ig, 0^S,tA7g S 4 t,
can Rcr-patie r.i j.dnaX for
Wo cl VO porticui85 oxccplos uhich contueâiot 
(5«i) ebovo by càoogiec S, » eultsbly. tat 
( u, j «4 9 Uj) bo 0 propor czacsiotivo triad cith
IÎ* a o ocd escic^od uait u.
In (5:1) put
Gg « 'I; ( 1 + u, + «4+ Ug) o M
G, G ( X + ti,+ u, tt + UjU ).
Then if tri® •• 1 + w « 1 + w- vg bovc*
Gj « fS, (SgCtf)]
» "a ( 1 •*• 8, + 11 + u,u ) »
But horo %C£^) * Euj. Thun Sg lo not contained 
in Jç,« Thbroforo 1+w ecanot ganarato o loft 
idaal for a,^-, Ciidlerly for (f b i « « » i u, 
ca bcvQ for tho aar.a cfeoico of S, » S4
S- » 4* ( w, + IV + w, u +u,u ).^  y  I  tn» ^
Esso ^(Gj) *’8«|(| ccd Dgaitt doao not balcc3 to
Bonso 1 - 3  cormcst concrato n left ideal fo:
Jw’
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For tho geae oleaeata S,, Sj. of and for ci * 
equal to 1 + u, « u,+ u, » ù,+ and (1 + u|)sx In 
turn, 30 hcvo equal to
i( U, + U3 + U,U « Uj,U ),
i ( U + UjU + «J + u, ),
\ {  u, + «_ ~ + a,u ) ofüi
i( U, + Wj, + u + u,u )
ï?èspbctà.yoiy« Hare lu,l» lu,\, lu,\ end EUj) la
that endos*. TJsua in occh casO 2, lo not coatoiE,od 
la Ofrf> Honsa ao euah«<* ccn casoret© a left ideal 
for J„o
By UoinG the autoEorphicaa of 0 Güieh prosorvo . 
V3 33 obtnin tho roault for loft idoalo of Æ-,. A 
elailer Brgf^meat proves the result for rlcht ideelo.
The sbcvo Icsra lo uocd to prove 
5,6. IIo alereat of Æ- of the form
4- 0, 3-a ,
« r, () I go<1 7» :? Y 9 Cg 0 0
05ÎQ rstloaoX imt@norn. ecm gaD^mPCto an Idool fox'
If 8^ ? 0  ^ ere 'both cvom v/a consider
' ^3^s 3=»
If arc odd g first consider f
Lot (iig Vg iw) ba e proper oosQCictlve tried of imits 
coatoimia£ u  ^nv, say© |
?6,
In (5.1) let
S « -^ ( uv + u ) ( 0, “ a.uv )*
B -^ ( Sj + Og,u + a,v + o,uv ).
Then G io on eleeeat ©f end
S ( ©0 + SjG ) •» -^ ( 8%+ ) ( uv + u ).
ITew tokinc S, » aa in the proof of Leoao 5 .5  and
ct* '* + 6^V
no tsvo
B "Y ( a© •*■ nv + «
l®u ca^ ),ls on odd rotional iateccr o M  from
th@ proof of 5c5 |SjC^2,( w  4 u is not
cd in G?^jh Hence is not c@at©ined in J^ .o
result follows for + o^Wo Similarly» the
result een be proved for ±5 both different from 1 »
If one of &q is even and the other odd the
result follows qb above by writing
+ Bglg  ^ i t  *  C(®a“ + 8,i,l
for 8g oven end epplyj.ng the nethod deacribed to 
r(Oç- 1)1^+ ®s^sl ' I»®8isa 5 .6  ÎXB3 thus been established
Again lot ^  be 8 quosiquateroion of the fora 
-^  ( 1 ± n,t u.-tu.) in triad ( u, ^ Ug_g Ug) with 
ansignsd unit u oad such that u_ »
we prove
Lemma 5 o 7 n  Ns> integral multiple of an element of 
of the form
Ilf t u or iS tn^xx (s » 0»1»2»3) 
can generate an ideal of
Here any ouch element has five non zero 
coordinateso Suppose that the element generates an 
ideal for J^a The element cannot be such that it 
satisfies (5^6) or (5©?) above for any of the three 
possible choices of proper associative triad. But 
the element cannot satisfy ( $ o 5 )  in all three cases 
since four of its coordinates equal i-j and only 
one is ±1© The result follows ©
Next we prove
I#mma 5 o 8 o  No integral multiple of an element of 
the form
t tC It i, t ijt i^t i^ .t igt. i^t i.y ) 
generates an ideal for
Lot "* T&e any one of the elements given ©
Suppose that generates a left ideal for Let
« Ê* + 6| u
where g and S, are quasi quaternions of norm 1 in 
proper associative triad ( u, ^  u^) with assigned
unit Uo Suppose that » w© Since g + 
generates a left ideal in we have for any olemente 
S |9 of an element of such that
E, iSziS + )1 = S^ ( e + ).
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Thus
£ + G| 11 « ik ( 2 “ Ê| u)o
Let ( u „  u,, u,) be a cyclic permutation of
( u,, U4, u,) and let S, ■ u^$ S^* è u. Then
S; “ + + e,«»î|*3 u j
- ilS,u^- \x^£^+ [( u, + £,u^e[)e3u'^
Now g|U 9^ g u^E and are mombers of
tho sot of 24 Hurwitz integral quaternions of norm 
1 in u,{ Ug, » Ujn The coefficients of 1 and in 
Sj are zero while the coefficients of and are 
equal to ±*^ o
Now let
€ « Cj, + e, u^ + c^  Ug + Cj u^ and
» c^  -I- c{ u^ + C^Ug + C^U^o
Then
g, u ^  - 2{( CgC^ + e',<4 )'^s + (=<c*4 + c',c',)tt^  .
Hence E, u,g, ■ tu, or tu^. Now
(hg+ Wg)€. - -kC ®o+ «!«*+ 8j“fc)
" ■tt“C|*=«a.+ («©+ Cj)««+
and
( % +  11*])& "" i ( VL^ + u$) ( c,+ c, 11,/» f \ % *
“ il~c, -c, +(Co-C4)u^+(-e, +c, )u,+(c,.-Co )u^^ .
Similar empansioos com be written down for u^- u, 
and u^- u. es left multipliers of & »
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It follows that the following sets are the only 
sets of unite v/hich can have non zero coordinates 
equal to in tho olcmcnts
«S 9 u * , U , U,u
«5 9 U* 9 U , Us"
u. 9 U g , U ^ U s U ç U
“ s 9 “t» u,u, "t"
«S 9 Ut 9 u, U ± U
«S 9 » U g U , U ^ U
The corresponding elosonts hovo charactoristic units 
equal to 1» 1, and respectively© Wo
therefore chooee Uj in
that order© Then in each cace Sj is not an ©leaont
of J^ jo (UjW w)o Thus no member of the sot
of oleconto of generates en ideal in
We have new proved
Theorem 5©3© No. rational integral multiple of an 
element rf of norm 2 can generate an ideal for J^o
We must new discuss the coses given in (ill) of 
Lemma 5©5 above© Wo prove
Lemma 5e9o Ho rational non zero integral multiple
of on elem ent r:* of sf tfeü fo^Æ
n* « *£Wi tw^ Iw-
where each (14 s 4 4) is £  different basle unit of 
0 ard for which is not C(pntainad in X.- can 
ftemgato oa ideal fog
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Suppose that 2: ) = I ^ is not contaiaed
ia J^Q Therefore, either 1 or w  occurs la the set 
( w, 9 9 Wj 9 w,^ )o Thus v;e may write c<* as fi, *g,
£ w  or where £ is a quasiquaternioa of the forta
i( 1 + V, + + Vj ) in proper associative triad
( Vj 9 9 Vj ) with fourth unit
First let us suppose that t  generates on ideal 
for J^o Then for any elements S, , of there 







b| "i" ^ I w
St - f o  + ^
Y/iiege ciç^, cl^ t jg,. A, ere quaalquategnioas ia ( v, , )
S  " m:[4 + ( p,S «,£* + (a,e p,g )w3
Lot
««c “ i ( '^ 1 + \  ) «, » 4 < Ÿ, + V, )
1^ 0 t (  1 - V, ) (-1 + V, )
Then S, a ad are coateined in Bines 1 and
neither .1 nor w occurs with non a©ro coefficient in
for r  ^ Ig 2.0
Here we are considering € ® (1+ v, + ).
Now
* "t £ end ® g* q
Therefore
^  ^ i  ®  o
Thus
Pi ^  ^ ^o“
We have
S3 « i [s “"? + («.,£ |>„S + ts.,8. (3,£ )wT
« t [8 - g: + E.p:,(a + & ) p,6% wl
But
i ^ 1 Po E » -y ( Vj + )( 1 + V, )( 1 - V, )( V, + )
 ^"Ç ( ==1 + V| ) o
Thus
«  i c  V, 4- V, +  ^ - ^ C  = 1  +  V. -  V3 ) W o
Qleerly, is not contained in any arithmetic of C©
Therefore B cannot generate an ideal for
Similar methods can be applied for the other value of
for z o
YJo now consider S  w© Let 6 « ( 1 + v, + + v:^ ) ©
As in the first part of the proof, for any eloaonts 
Sj 9 of there exists an element g of ouch
(£ ^ ) \ s S^ C £ w) 
provided that 8 w generates an ideal for J^.jc
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Then
C S, ( S2.(E w) )](«-we ).
We write S, ® %g+ D&, w and w as beforeo
Then
„ -^[4 - Sci,|, Z + lS )jw7 .
Now choose G, such that
po^ o  ^*if e o
Then
§0 ^ o E .  ^  1  ®  E  o
Therefore »
We let
<^0 ^ -% ( 1 -■' Vj ) • “ -% (-1 - V-)
Po  ^ Y^) - "^('='■^1 •="
Then & 8^ are elements of For we have
® + ‘ijL^^oCe h -s ) w
 ^ i( V, -f V, ) -f %[(«l+Vq,)(«V, )(v, +V^)(l+Vj )]w
^  i : (  V, +  V ^ +  V ^  ) +  -^C - 1  -V, ) W o
Thus is not contained in J^ c Thus no rational 
integral multiple of any element of of the form 
6 w 4» 0 cea generate an ideal in Similar methods
can be applied to the remaining cases for which %(-^^)
l o
îîovi suppose that  ^1$ w© Write
« 6^  ^+ CCj u
where et, are qua si qua terni ors in any proper 
associative triad, containing w, of basic units'of C 
with assigned unit u© We have proved that for each 
of the three choices of triad one of the following 
relations holds; O9 Nc?, ^  0 or Ha, o
Since 0 and both imply that ® 1
wB must have for each of the three possible
choices of triad© Thus must equal ± 1 ± w©
YIe may therefore write w, ^  I5 w© Then since 
( W;, 2 Sww^ l) and ( W g  i\ g  twwj ) are both proper
asaociative triads containing w of basic units of 0 
we clearly have a contradiction© This completes 
tho proof of the lomm.a ©
¥q have thus proved that the only ideals for Jw 
are those generated bj elements of of the form m S 
where m is a rational integer end S is en element of 
norm 1 of
fuÆ^thar w© have
Lemma 5©IQ© For any element S » of ^  norm 1 
the right and left ideals venerated ^  mS aro 
the same as the ideal venerated ^  rational integer 
m for
Suppose that m generates ideal hr for while
generates ideal ^  for on the left©
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Let  ^be any element of V  ,> Then a « cC|ffl where 
cij is contained in Hence oi = 0CjS”*(m^) is an
element of ^   ^ Thua b* is a subset of Ir, © Suppose 
that P» is any element of \r^ © Then ^ ^ ^^(mS) 
for some contained in Thus ^  s ( )m and
since |,S is contained in J^^it follows that p is 
contained in \r © Honce is e subset of I- © 
Therefore Ir ^ b*^ © The result is established when 
Vi© note that a similar proof holds for If. a right
ideal of
We have thus proved
T h © A set of elements ui, of is an 
ideal if and only if there exists a rational integer 
m which generat03 Yho '
If element <K of generates an ideal for
we write ^ ( d F o r  example, in Dickson"s 
notation^we have
(il t i ± j ±  k)^ ^ (2)^ ^ (±1 1 ie ±  je ±
and
(±1 ± Q ± m ± k). * ( 2 L  ^ (^j t k jo ±  ko).
We denote by (m)^(n)^ tbe set of all elements 
Qxprosaible in the form p where c: belongs to 
(m)^ and ^ to (nXq^. Then
Thor© is e (1-1) correspondence between the rational 
integers and the ideals for aay maximal arithmetic 
of Co The c®ii^sp©nd®nce is preserved under
6. Qejtain
The function (n) defined for every positive 
rational integer n is called multiplicative if
(6.1) Ÿ  ” y(m) . ÿ(n) when (n, n) ® 1.
Most of the multiplicative functions which are 
discussed in the following sections possess one or 
both of the following properties.
(6.2)  ^ Ÿ(f ) . ^(p^ ) = p^  )
for fixed r and & > 0
(6 .5 ) B p(%) . p ( 2 h
for £ > 0
where p is an odd rational prime and r , m, n
are rational integers.
Multiplicative functions, possibly satisfying
(6 .2 ) and (6 ,3 ), appear chiefly in the theory of 
elliptic modular functions. The functions appear 
as coefficients in the Fourier expansions of 
modular forms of negative dimensions. Their 
multiplicative properties can then be shown by means 
of known results in elliptic function theory. The 
multiplicative properties of Ramanujan’s function ^ (n^ 
were first demonstrated by Ilordell (?«®Ei53)in this way.
Rankin in his paper 0^5] devises a method by 
which certain arithmetic functions which occur in 
elliptic function theory can also be defined by using 
results on the arithmetics of algebras with 
multiplicative norms.
*'ïhe arithmetic functions", considered by 
Rankin (tc.) , ’’are all of the form
(6.4) ^(m) = Z Z  •• ^ s-i )
where ,r, 3 are fixed positive integers, is a 
homogeneous polynomial of weight r in 
Ko 9 X , 5 s . (i.e. the sum of the exponents
of the x*s is equal to r for every term) and the 
summation is conducted over all integral values 
of the x*s which satisfy the relation
. . + xl, - m.
"The only values of s which are considered 
are s ^ 1, 2, 4 and 8, The reason for this 
restriction is given by a,famous theorem of Hurwits 
(see [ 5 H  9 or preferably Dickson [lO] ) which
stateEi that, with the exception of these values 
of Sg there can exist no identit^r of the form
s-% G-» s-i
i_, B Z_i 3^
Leo  ^ U-iO
where the %  ^ are bilinear forms In the x^ and y* .
Vhan s takes one of the four permitted values, 
identities of this type do exist and correspond 
to the theorem
fI ^  . N ^ N Ç when ^ T  9
where ^ \  and Ç  are vectors of an appropriate 
hypercomplex system and E denotes the norm.
This hypereomplex system is identical with the 
algebras of the real numbers, the complex number 
quaternion, and Cayley numbers in the cases 
s ^ Ig 2, 4 and 8 respectively.” Thug for
s ® 4g 8 we note that (6.4) can be written as
(6.5) i
l.m
where ^  takes all values of norm o in li^  and 
respectively0
In hj.s paper , Rankin continues: "It is
possible 1,0 construct multiplicative functions of 
the form (6.4) by using theorems of the type
(6.6) A 2 2  n r j  ^ 2 2  1 2
To
for (m.n) ” 1 and A - ^ s
where the vectors h , a! . E have integral
components and ) is any function of the s
components of ^ . Similar but more complicated
results hold when m ^ p, n ^ where p is an
prime and 0 ^  o .” Rankin establishes theorems of 
the form (6^6} for and . In the discussion^ 
he also uses identities of the form
) = 0
fcr *
which were derived in the .paper Rankin
It is natural to ©nquira whether the remaining 
quaternion and Cayley arithmetics can be usefully 
employed to give similar elementary definitions of 
certain such multiplicative functionsc We show 
below that it is in fact possible to use the properties 
of the arithmetics^ not used by Rankin» to find such 
functions and to prove them multiplicative « A 
discussion using Hurwitz maximal arithmetic H is 
given first
8 9
7 • Tdentitle- rnlntnT i n roprrncnt.r.t.T orn l.r. H.
In this section wc consider the suzmation of 
polynominlM P(!» ) of fixed weight in the coordinates 
X3 , X, 9 X., of quaternion H over all the
elementc r of caxlcal arithmetic fl of norm seme
fixed rational integer n, say. Such a summation 
in writton
(7.1) X - v ? >
or linen no confueicn can ariso
(7.2) ) ■ .?
Y
Here our main object is to find clas.ses of 
polynonlalu I'( T? ) for which
(7.3) /L, 7('T) . 0
The exp re 8 a ion
is used to denote the symmetric function of the 
four variables x, , x.^  which consists of
h -tall terwj of t:/.e typu 
each term oceurrlom once only
0
yo denote tho symmetric functions
) W ) V ^ )
>-o $ao
by Z,^ , and 2.^ respectively.
Ve prove
Thworen 7.1, If for any polynomial P(a ) In the 
cccrdlnaten of ^
i (n) - T? P(:p
V»
ther». there existr a Dolvnontn?. Q( ) In the cynnctrjc 
functions X., X.» X,, nuch that
r(fi) - 'F , (%(;:).
X.
To prove this theorem vo .first note that if 
Is obtained from an clniacnt ÎJ of norm m in II
by any sign chanyy« on the coordinates of then
<^^1. also belongc to II and has norm n. Tîius any terms 
of polynomial P( 'T ) which is an cdd function of any
coordinate 0 (- s 4 p, contributes nothing to 
f(a) and may bo emitted. ITcxt \:o note that if
ic obtained frem by pcrmUrting the coordinates
of ÿ’ in any way then belongs to II and hao 
norm m.
yjL .
Kence each term of P{ ) may be replaced by a
Hitable multiple of a polynomial which in eyrjactrlc
1 r,  ^ -r ^ T" -""O S *U i’ j Lastly we note (for
examplc, soe van dcr Fa ere en [46] S 26) that
anj' syumetric polynoai i' r* ^  V 21 s?
T- -B- ■""L r ""3
c a n b e e a  p r e s « * ^ d in a a ■ 11 <*[u c n ann o r a s  a. pol.ynwialaX
j _  y Y Y Y
„.H tj. ? •‘"■-j ? r . TT/e result h:^ s thuB. been
proved. Vq iiz'j that P a.nd Q are ygaivalcn^ arr
y rite P Qc Similar r caul ta were proved by
Rankin CVVl for and .
I d e n t i t i e s  vt' tho fa ira
17.4) h  51 ) « O
where P( f; } ic a polyncmial in @ x,
are no w ob 't a 1 n a cl o
By Theorem 7.1, 7‘ may be aesuaed to be a 
polynomial in , IL , . i.lso since in
the same for every representation of m  we may 
obtain new idcntitiea from any known identity by 
multiplying bv powers of inside the Gummation 
sign. Such identities are not eseentially different 
fron tho original identity from which they we re 
derived and consequently wo may confine our 
attention to identities of the torm (7 .4 ) where p 
does not contain as a factor,
p is then called rednrcrl and (7.4) is a reduced 
identity.
i\ set of identities
(if) 0 ( H  ^I9 2 g 5? )
where the aro polynomials in
is oaid to be linearly independent when no relation 
of the form
y ;  fc-(iq) 0
car- exist for polynomials which are not 
identically zero. Otherwise the identities are 
called lin''îo,rlY dependent. These torso arc also 
applied to the poXyncmialo iV. themselves„
Us now prove
Theorem 7.2, .For any ratio;ial integer t 
and element â of K of norm 1
(7.5) E e "’(K) = E F C C f )
r -
where, as before, H( li ) denotes the real part
of S
Let be any element of norm c in 11. Then %; pé {
is an element of nora m in IL
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Farther, il* 1; takes all vector values of norn 
X in Ii then Yj p taken the sajne set of values.
Clearly, this fclltwn since 
N( ‘ÿ p ) - ).N( f ) -
and J's. p
if and only if
*T  ^
Theorem 7.2 io thua cstab35-shcdo
Let M «-r Xj ij - f - : r ^ i ^  and
P s, i(l ~ 1, - ±._ - ij ) • Thon 
?*( ‘I (? ) {-(r-o* X ;  +  X,+ K, ),
By Theoren 7ol, vc have for t an odd rational 
integer
iFc ^  p ) rj 0.
Ilext let t 2 in (Y^S). Then, by Theorem 7ol, 
n^( P ) « 4^ 3^, + &
r
Tima (7c2j does not lead to an identity when t «* 2.
But
w 4. Then, oy Theorem 7.1.
f ) B "ft- s. +
. 5 [xj- xf j).
X- w :: + 2 [x; )Y;h
*f ©
ThU3 , frc3 Thcarcz 7 o2 p wa have
< r;»  1?U-' -è< \  •• 5 2 ; - 5 Z,
Hon:
Ci) /> (2X,. -- X “ ) r. 0.•If
7 j






IÎ — a ,, % -^<'^1 M ‘'V7 'X V ■1'’
'hue, from Thao ran 7\ 2
Clearly this identity and identity (i) are 
linearly depe ndant.





2I d .di « 2,Ô ' x„
2 I'd
“.r 
'*■ (• x p  «
y yr *’ 2.
"•■a*s “ " 2XUr.-*■ 2X,
and
24lx; x~j « ~C - 6X,^X •^=- ^ '
But IfO)u (i)
r- ' : <
‘yhu3 fr;53% Thsorca 7,2 with t .. 8 we have
(il^ F^"•^.,s C43j;„ -Ü 20%: c.i:o 1.i" «"» ,;'3i- :i5%i ) »
For t » 10 W4* h.cv-^u
H‘ (ff.) » i%:^ ( r,^ ❖ 3:, •!■ X. -:' %_)
A) %io* i^-5'[3sy.;--.i ^  210Lsc»2;'-1 + 1260[%^%yq']
+ 210.90[%%%*=;sp'{.
«Ç- *  ..
o'''* J! -
« A„i. ■- %e " fia
2s!:s>xri « 2x_ -. 2” - p 5^I "^zJ ' “'""“Sc»
7 ■^-' Sr * V "V
2[-4xp;|] « 2X,„ - %gX^ ^
3S>^ 'x,tx:3  ^-56Z,^-:- 30J.^ X, ■i3QK.^U -lOX, jC 4-%f
^  6a> ^   ^ -tf * w  !»?  ^ i  Æ» 6 '
ÇG.
substituting, in
5[x„® x.n + 4[%o + 6£x^ xf xj]
+ 6[xg Xjfi + 6[x: %: 7.^1
wc obtain
«,o- 5X,X^ f v l  “ fxf
Hence from Theorem 7,2 with t - 10 we have
(9oX,X,^  - SOX^ X,, GBX^xf + 60X^ + 5X")  ^0,
A simpler form of identity (iii) can be obtained 
by using (ii) to substitute for say in (Hi).
A aimllar discussion for ts? 12 shows that
(IT) 2Z (95XgX^  - 48X^ X" - 128X^ X^ S^ .^ 64X^ X,^
 ^i  ^  f, XT ■ r> r ,  X i
- 5oXj -i- 132%;- X: - 26%^ ) - 0, 
We have proved 
Theorem 7o3- ?or any positive rational ,intea:er




(i) p,(| ) * 2X^ - X
a
%
(11) f ) « 48Xg - zoxj- - 64X^Xj, + 15 X
«a-
1
(ill) (•Ç } « 96X,X^ - sox^x^ - 88X^X 60X,U^+ 5Xj
(iv) (f 9 6 X ^ A - 48X,X- - 128X ^x^x a 4- 64X^X|
- 56xJ X32X i 26X^" .
Also p
). !J ), F,a( 1’ ) and P (-i n )
are linearly independent. Par n an even positive 
rational Integer Theorem 7o5 holds in This
was proved by Rankin [1*V1 without explicit use of 
quaternion multiplication. Theorem To 3 as stated 
for II is in fact eauivalont to lank in "s result for 
E^. This follows since if n is even then the set 
oi all elements If of II for which EH - m is theÛ-
same as the set of all elements of norm m in i
while for m odd or even the set of elements of H 
of norn m io the came as the set of elements
where Q is any element of of norm -in. Also
the polynomials are homogeneous in x, ,
Rankin also explains (1«cj) how identities of 
these ferns nay bo derived by equating coefficients 
in elliptic function expansions»
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Finally@ we note that in Theorem To2 above 
ue c h o s e  p ^ -^(1 - 1, - E o v  p
must be an element of H of norm 1. If we choose 
p equal to a unit of G then Theorem ?.2 gives a
trivial result. Clearly» any other p , not a
unit of G, gives the identities stated in 
Theorem 7c3-
99-,
0 . Î’I' iïtl p‘.\ i.n rtive piuiatinns relatrd tes xe v resent at ion y
in M.
Vil nou v/ish to find multIp 1 icai 1 ve funotlono 
of ihe foni
(0.1) q,(r;)
w!,cre üi TJ ) io a lozojeaeous polynomial of weight r 
 ^  ^ »
iïi the coordinatea :z^  ^  ^ x^g of -IJ and
suoaatxcu is oTsr al3 g- of norei m in maxHsil 
qx\a terni en arl, thu.c tic II, lof ore oc-rrylng oui ’fche 
c instruction we mûri, fi rat give resu.It s on the 
nrmhor cf laprcsea-'-atlcnu of a positive rational 
Inlegor ' the n o m  of an element of 11 and then 
prove ronu.lt a on the number of f autorisations of 
a riven element of 11 into féuutorn of prescribed 
norm In Jio A3 alrer dy stated i n 1 6, Rankin, 
gtvea a ainilar discroslon for qratemlon 
arithmetic In hie paper
For any positive rational .intoaer m , let 
he the irumboA- of d.istinct el orients Tj
be Ion.ring to n for which R a  ^ m. Re call'tb/.m)
the ncabcr of reürescntatipns of n In H.
It is noted that . . •'ïm ,
at") - } x
-r V' Ehr.': f©,%
the v,Qu maximal qiiaternicn arithmetic- 11^  





Tor 1, Ho n pcsltive ratppjial j ntegero and 
p an odd positive rational prime
Ci) 24 rj,(cri) r,. (n)
Cn»n) « 1
(ii) 24 ) “ r,, (p)r^(ph - 24p%(p'^"' )
Tj, (p) « 24(3. V p) if 1 > 0.
(iii) M 24 if 0.
The theorem can be deduced at once from the
corresponding results for'Ii^ given In Rankin
for It Is easy to show that
(8.2) (m) ® (4m)
Tile relation (6,2) follows from the fact 
that the act of all elenents of II of nora n is
the came as the set of all elements of the form
-j41)^ for which is an element of of norm 4m
Re now wish to prove some results on the 
number of factoricationa ox a given element of H 
into fact ora of prescribed norm in Ho 
therefore adopt the following notation, let %
ba a given element of H of norm nn whore n an 
positive rational integers.
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1st 11' I n,n) »= €(»( ^ } denote the
set of all pairs of factors C Ç ) of U  In H
for which II if ^ w and II ^ n. Let
8 ^  ^ ; %gn) « S ^  ^  ) be the number of such
pairs 1 5 "^"1 ) . Similar definitions can be given
for H q .
%  first provB'
Theorem 8,2,
S[,; ( I  ; m,n) « 24 ïïM liX ïili: W ,n )  « 1 .
In order to prove this result we can use the
method described in 0 4 to prove the'corresponding 
result for maximal arithmotic of C. However, 
since the associative law holds in E, we can 
simplify the method as follov/s- Let ( )
and ( ) be any two elements of T  ) •
Then
h  %  % % ■ ® T  "
Hence ^  ^  ^  ^  ^
fa 4 ® ^ ^  ^ '
liras aincfj lu,n) ^ 1
-R- jp % ^Vi Vî%
where p is an element of H of norn lo
103..
'i'h';? ro arc! evac tly 24 aucli clemcnts in ii. Thin
•Ç MW. Mr. ^  Ji-If -f‘ t ^ t 3  ^ ) is 0 or 2 4.
;^lippO =e thero czicts a 4) SÎ-*Xor which S.j( 4 )
Then
r,; (2)rj. in) ' 4 .  u :  ?■ ) <
V, r.'-.n
24 7 1 - 24x‘,,(nn)ovrammA I 3
 ^* mn
J, * 4 fi'i Lv s.# V#' * A ^ die to Theorem 8.1 (i) , Ilnio
3(, ( t - )  - 24 and any colaticn (
-A- \  ^ fi'
>J s *' ;l, )
E  P  4 ) in given in term of any one






t “ '1» '
M f? * J ^ ' "^r '>  9r> g 3  a n elciioni of R cX Î1 rrn 1.
« „ W ^ :'*' ^  it■c pI' 0 r  c
T : Ü u i .  T o r  p an r'■'' d nozitivo rational
■pglr:q p.nd e > n .
s. !? ; P j  p " } -  24(1 V P) if p îij’ in 11
;i,. (Ç ; p 3 p") 24 if pi4 H.
If n cl vide J < tii lU tho rccult follers ot
r #  t-^. " s— n 1 f 4 1) ^y  1 4 \ ,  &. to. *rff' '  ) / S  r 'k  <-•# J /
^ , ' % - | ^  »T) , ,  M  T 'a  » T>TfT ■? f.-.
0  4^ '■•tî'Jiu» L: L »Æ*.’ - ->Afc *»-)% r>^»'5*O-JT -W •'^.i.










Hence, as in Theorem 4o8, p divides in H.
Thus Ç2Ç, * Pf where ^ is an element of norm 1 
in Ho Hence S^(^) ia 0 or 24o Suppose that there 
exists a ^ for which S^(f) is Oo Then, by Theorem 
801 (ii), we have
r„(p) r„(pP = S^_S„(?)
< 24Z7 1 + 24(l+p)S I
=. 24 r^(p**‘) - r^(p(-')
+ 24(i+p) r^(p^-')
= 24 r^(p^^‘) + 24 p r„(p^'*)
= r^(p) r„(p^)o
This is Q contradiction. Thus 
S^(^) * 24
for oil J for which p does not divide ^ o Also, the 
24 solutions (Ç are ^ iven in terms of any one of
them by
? -
where T takes the 24 quaternion values of norm 1 in Ho
Noxt we have 
Theorem 8Ab For £ > 0,
s y  ? 5 2. 2R  » 24,
104.
Lot îj'V^) bs any solution of 
We note that 2 divides Ç in E for all of norm 
2 ^^* ( £ ? 0 ) since either all the coordinates of 
^ are odd or all are even rational integerso 
Thus
^  2
v/horo ^  belongs to Ka Hence
Thus every solution of N § ^  2 in H produces a 
solution of The result follows fey Theorem
8 o l  ( i i i ) o  .
From Theorems Qo2, 8-5 end 8^4 we doduo®
three theorems for P^(^) o homogeneous 
polynomial of weight r in the coordinates  ^ z , %
2^. Î-' 3^ ^f "
Theorem %f_ (m
24z  p_(?) « S  n  p ^ x ^ n ) ’
Theorem Bo6o If P ig. Æ  rational prim© and £ > 0 
24 E) P,(p S  Pf Cf n  > " 24 iT'E, P,(?').
8,7u If I > 0»
Wo now use Theorems 805s 8 o6 and 807 to construct 
multiplicativ© functions related to the 




is 8 constant for each member of G ^i ^  ; m, n ) 
it is clear that we need only consider polynomials 
in Theorems 806 and 8o7 which do not
contain ao a factor 0 For exemple, when r « 0 
or 2 Thaorem 8o3 loads to a restatement of 
Theorem 8 el (i)o Also in the case when r  ^4, 
P^(^) must bo a linear ccmbinotion of end 
But by Theorem 7^3 (1) we have
I r7
Thun thic case ©Iso leads to 0 rastatemont of 
Theoron 80I (i)o
%  now consider Theorem 8o5 with r  ^60 
obtain a function which is not merely a multiple 
of r„(m)o P^(?) must be a linear combination of 
2^0 2^2,5^ and Z^o Again by Theorem 7 3 (i)
2-r \  ^  '
Therefore, wo write
(8»3) Pg?) « e 4 b 2j
for arbitrary reel numbers a and bo Now from 
Theorem 8c5 for (m,m) 1 we have
J Z  Z, "
mcf» »^Mr»
M _LY^(a A—i
) « ” XiJj “ K»ya - «,^3 •
When this is roiaed to the sixth power all those terms 
which ere not oven functions of each end 
(0^s^5) may fea omitted aa they contribute nothing 
to the double evuao There remain terms of tho typo
(i) (4 ouch ) each with coefficient 1,
(ii) x^%^y%y^ (12 much) oaeh with coefficient 13 
and
(iii) such) each with ccafficient 90:
But contains 16 terns, (x^x^lly^yflcontoins
144 terms end contains 16 terms o
Hence
J Z \  ^ i ^ l Z l T l w  •«■ -»• 90[r®K::;^Iyoy:7^l|
$vn
n©w 
[%:<] - w  -  %6 ^  i ^ l  “
acd
6[s*x‘2:p  ^2 - 3 + X|
A»2 2, ^ U \  .
WSSSQ
(8.4) T  ^ 5
r.*"» %„ ^ I .
Again wo hcvo '
5) T .^ 1  = .
Now we require
(8.6) E p^C?) - E  E[?6(f) P&(^) + P^($) X»T^('tp
+ ïl(|) P^(^)
where F^(^) ® 2 1,^  ° x| and where T^(^) end TJ,(|) 
are any homogonoous poljnoEiialB of weight 6 in the 
coordinates of ^  and Ç reapectivelyo We can 
therefore write
SPtCil), f* Al %6 4. 2& 3",r,
T U P  M A»X«, + E'xj
r reel A, B, , B “ o
From (6ô3)î (8c4) and (Bo5) we have
E  p R p  • • j i r E E U ^ a x j ^  - 53(x,tl| + % % )
i. (^8 4. b ) X’ï|| .
whilo for the right hand side of (8^6), ositting soma 
rather lengthy working, the terms needed are
E  Efo"-X^Ï. « ab ( I ^  + Xlip +
Ho m o  equating coefficients in (8o6) gives
^  g <=^ @ s ab and a 4 h * 24 fe o
If a s 0, b s and wo have P^(^) ^ -^^2 9fjhich
gives as a multiplicative function*
This, of course, follows at once from Theorem 8p1 (i) 




s j(q ) « 2Z pfeCf).
Thon gg(m) is e multiplicative fmctioa defined
bj using Ho In eddition^ it follows from 
Thooroms 806 end 8*7 that g*(m) sotisfio© (6c2)
end (6o3)o
For r  ^6 the numerical worMng for a 
construction of the efeovo type is long- Ü©
thoroforo oalt ocas of ths dateilSo P^(^) must 
bo 0 linoer combination of , 2^2%, 52J, 
end 0 Again bj Theorem ?o3 (i) and (ii) wo 
hs¥Q
(8:8) ^  - k z ^
and
(8.9) 20 48 Sj - 64 + 15 SR' '
Thoreforo vm writ©
PjC?) « a Zg ^ b ^ Q Zl
where Q, h and o era real numborso Now from 
Theorem 8o5 for (&,&) ® i we have
H  z- « i 2  E s k n ) .
'q»!!
By raising RC^'^) to tho eighth power and ©xprossiag 
the summands obtained in terms of symmetric functions 
wo have
1 0 9 o
c7Z/-. A  + 23 -*- 140
I"” + 420[s^ jj:js|3£ÿ*7'*’v,'2L«,S'
\\o
Now we h a v e maiff ig  ( 8 olB) î52%d 4[(5 ?($])
L « ] .^ O 'a  ”
2  [ % > n - %,„l)
N  ■ 1 l’v %r u”% + %
5^) pV ' ^  yf“"^ Ti ^■; - 2  : q z .x 4  2
fU> , C’ 'tr '> -;g- n / x  ' -  4
Y
e 1 A ■'-■• 9> ' + 3  % : t  B
<r^ | - ... # % (,^'Z *  ? % 2 '
W® now  n u b s t i t lit . a t h e s 3  r a l s t i o E S i a ( 8 - 1 0 )
o b t a i n  0 d o u b l ,© ttiü i f  0:7 ''









(8: 3) above o 
proviora csao ws find that the
il) P^Cf) « i (  64 I.,
riSQ t© tho mui
E  p»(S)'S ’l/î^ ■ ^
110.
ThuB g*(m) is a multiplicetlve fimctloQ defined 
by using H. Also it follows from 07heoreiius 8.6 and 
8.7 that g*(a) satisfies (6.2) and (6.3).
We now relate multiplicative functions defined 
by means of H to those defined by means of Let
g^(m) be any multiplicative function of the form
(8.12) B^(m) - E  T^(|)
for a homogeneous polynomial of weight r in
the coordinates of ^ o Thon
S^(4q ) a 2 2
7»
-
Tho final auematioa depends on H 
ia multiplieativo provided that g ^(4) ^ Go Henoe
g*(m)  ^ s^fçy
is a multiplicative function depending on H provided 
thet the function g^(m) does not vanish for even m. 
We have thus related the multiplicative functions 
defined by Rankin Cvsl using to those defined 





eRe) - i Z  ( Î-6 » 20 x^x^ + 5 x’ )
 ^t Ha 1 tn
S£d *
c',(°> * ô + Z C ‘*“0-ç ■*■ 5sox^r, + aeoxj - 42ox^x^ + gjx^).
The remaining multiplicative functions of the form 
(8ol2) feerd by ore sero for oil even velues
of EXo It is easy to verify that they correspond 
the idaatitios dspanding on H ototod ia Thooroa ?*) 
obovoo
112 « ■
9* Idsntitieo related ^  Hepresentations jg Maximal 
and Non Maximal Arithmetic3 strictly containing «
In order to coaatruct identities depending on 
maximal arithmetic of C, for w any basic unit of 
0 other than 1, we consider eummations written as
&  ^ 4)-
Here ie a homogeneous polynomial of weight r in
the coordinates (0^ 7) of element ^ of Cc Tho
dimmatlon is over all elomento ^ of Jy, of norm some 
fixed positive rational integer mo When no confusion 
cam arise we write the summation as
Z2 p,(p.
If, for any other homogeneous polynomial of v^eight
r*
p,($) «
for all rational Integers m considered, we say that 
P^(^) and Q^(^) are equivalent end write
P^(p ^  Q / P -
The expression is used to denote
the symmetric function of the eight variables x#, x,, 
CO x^o The function consists of all terms of the
> p *
type Xgjx^' oo XgJ each term occuring only oacoc 
We denote the symmetric functions
2
6*0 C«0
by X s and respect!vely.
113,
Again wa eonoider
If iB bbtained from an element % of norm m of 
Jw by any set of sign changes on the coordinates 
of , then also belongs to and has norm
Thus any term of polynomial P^(^) which is an odd
function of any coordinate (0& a 6 7), of Ç is 
equivalent to 0 and may therefore be omitted from 
the aummationo Now any element obtained by 
permu ting the coordinates of an olemont of 
Of norm m with coordixiatoa oil Integers or all 
half odd integers belongs to Jy, and has norm 
H^ncQ, by Lamma 3dO, each term of P^ (|T) involTing 
one, tv;o or three veriablos may be replaced fey o 
polynomial which ia symmetric in o c.
Clearly, for four variables, we have
Since ( 1, i, p  ±3) is 8 basic defining set for
while ( 1, i, 9 i^, iy.) is not0 Tho two sets 
of basic units are theroforo not replaceable for 
in the sense defined in § 3^  For by the 
previous cases, we need only consider
X, XcT X
where the summation is over all sets ( , s, % e;?,, S3 )
for which ( i^, Ig, ig^ i§^ ) is a basic defining
set of units for end
where the summation is over all sets ( , 4,, %, 4^ f,)
for which ( i^ p^ i^ ,^ i^ )^ io not a basic defining 
set of units for Tho functions are denoted by
[ Xj3 3S Xs* ] L* U «8% w
respactivoly. Then [%;^  % dcatains 14 
terms and [Xp Xj coataias 56 torma. Wo have
y
(9.1)
Similar argumenta can be applied to polynomials
of woight greater than Bo Thus we can define
7
t^ s„ A , V! *e, w
in the above way^ Further arguments are not needed
as wo do not deal with polynomials of weight groetor
than 10^
We have proved
Theorem 9clo For any homogeneous polynomial P^(^) 
of weight r ^  8 ^  the coordinates (0 é e <r 7) of 
Ç 9 ther® existo ^  homogeneous polyn(xalel Qy(f ) 
in the symmetric functionn X^ ., and in
[x? x3 XÎ x^l for which^ ^ *% 53**rj ...
114,(5) - E v ? > -
115.
I«@t p bo ooy olefficnb of cora 1 la Thoa es 
^ rims through ell elsEenta of Jy, of aora as ^ p 
rims through the saca subset of la a difforeat 
order for p 4‘ 1«
We thus have
ITheoroCT 9,2. For any rational latoRar t and 
elccsQqt p Sf Jw of aorn 1
El - ZHiik^p)
where en bftforo ^  the resX part of ^ *
By Theorem 9ols we ooq that for t an odd rational 
integer
p7(|p) 0.
Thua TJQ need only ooasider even volues of t in tho 
above theoremo
üe admit tho definitions of linoar depandonco 
and indopendenc© givon in § 7 without roototoisiont as 
they ere easily modified for J^ o^
In Thsoron 9^2, lot
f « 1 - ^  - ij^« )
where a,  ^ are distinct integers such that
f is ccntaincd in Then
i?p ) X p  •«• î ï g ^ +  Xj. ) .
Tho firct useful result is given by taking 
t « 4o We have
-ii C Xo + s^, <■ + Xs, T
"T& ( IzT )
 ^l6 C ^ )-
Hence we have
Z3 2  ^ Z ]  ( "-■• Y XH. ^  ) •
It follows that
(9.2) E  ( 10 - 3 ) « 0
Hoiv in Theorsci 9o2 put
f “ -&( U, -t- + U3 + Uy. )
vihora ( u, , u^, u^) takes each of the 14 veluoa
of the basic defining sets for in turuo On
adding the identities obtained we have
(9=3) Z  E (  =. * %s + /
where the inner summation is over the 14 sets of 
suffixes ( IB * 0 36, 9 i&gL 9 *3,; ) ()jT the basic defining 
sets for J^o
Thus from (9 )) with t « 6 w© have
. fyf\ S ' . 3.4n282^X^  ^ 2^1? ^6 5ol5 + 90
HctV
Cx^xf] » - X* + 
and
6 Cx,*x»x|]« 2 X^ - 3 X^X» + xF  
Hence uoing (9 o 2 )  wa have
(9.4) s E  “ E  X» '
No%t \‘J9 put t 8 ia (9c5) and use
^ =^' X(jj X^X%
~ X, + xj
2CxJ:x';x*J=^ 2 Xg = 2 XfcXg -  X ^  -s- X^X^
and ( 9 : 2 )  and (9 ^ 4 )  to o b ta in
(9.5) Z  (10%9 -*• 52^  ^“ - 2^) = 0,
Thus in (9o2)^ , (9^4) and (9 = 5) we have proved
Theoran For any positivo retji onal intenter m,
§£i poX.vnon^ .nl funotion h(X^) of
E  h(X,) FJ2|) » 0
trt
ehem
(1) F, ($) - 10 » 3
(ii) F^(^) « 8 X^ == X l
Fa(u ) - lOX, » 5X^ » 2^ 120(xX.<xa
3.18
Also B F^  g Fg are linearly independent and 
are the only polynomials of weight less than 10 
which give identities which can be obtained by this
We now consider summations of the form
E  P y C p
where Jg (1 ~ 8^7) is one of the seven non maximal 
arithmetics of C which strictly contain o We 
define the basic characteristic sets of units for
«Jg to be
and
( 1, i;, il, i ’ )
( is , 1,'is 8 8 1^1; )
where ( i,\ i^, i^ ) is the unique proper 
associative triad of basic units of C with assigned 
unit Igo Then the only elements of Jg of norm 1 
which do not belong to are
-g( 1 1 ± x; *  i i  ±  i ;  )
and
î:(-is- 1,'is - iligi i^ig )<■
For simplicity of notation we consider for 
which ( ij 8 i^ s, ij ) equals ( i^g i, ),
consider
Ç»
As before t  enj term of P^Cf) which is an odd function 
of any of the coordinates (0  ^  s 6 ?) of $ is 
equivalent to 0 and may therefore be omlttedc Now 
consider any permutation 0 with possible sign changes 
on the units of C for which, if $ is contained in
is also contained in J.*.o Clearly, for all such 
permutations 6 , H(OÇ) « N 3^ o for example, for any 
unit u of C and element Ç of we have u’Ç contained 
in J,j.o Thus any term , 0^ 6 4 7? of P^CÇ) may be 
replaced by ^ where as before
'^3? ÇV * 0
It also follows that any term 9 r, + ;
of is equivalent under summation in to xjx,^ »
or to according as i^ and i^  ^both belong to the
same characteristic set for J|^ or noto We define 
£xj to be the sum of all terms of the form
for which i^ and ig^  belong to the same characteristic 
set for J/j. and [x%' to be the sum of all terms
of the form for which ie, and i^^ belong to
different characteristic sets for  ^ Then
(9 6) “ [<• + [%%' 0
Similarly we defire [xj x^'] add [x^ x{* x ^ ^  .
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Wq note thot
for summands Involving four variables, we have
and In the
first case all the corresponding units belong to 
the same characteristic set for , in the second 
case throe units belong to one characteristic set 
and one to the other and in the third case two
belong to each of the characteristic sotsr. We have
(9 Û) 4- [ J
Ea do not proceed further with this argument o
Aa before we havo
Theorem gpr any rational integer t and
element p ^  Jg, (1 4 s 4 ?), of norm 1 
.6
whan E(li) denotos the real part of ^  »
Lot o « 4 and
p » -^  ( 1 - 1 ,  — =» ij ).
Then
® ^  ( 3£o + + 2=1 + =j)
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Similarly if wa take
pi » + iç- + + i?)
we obtain
ft) “ ir(
On adding the correaponding identities of Theorem 9=4 
we have
(9o9) 2^  %i+ %i+ + («4+ %r+
I(9t t * 4 in (9.9) and we obtain 
S i x  = 2 K x r i J  = Oo 
When we put t « 6, we have
16 Ç  - Z] 5(^0+ 2=, + 2=1+ %;)"+ (3=^ + %,+ %t+ 2:^/1»
Thus
ZIf JCft - " 6 tx.x'xWl « O o
finally we let t » 8 in (9 9)^ We then have 
“ 2 Cx‘x^ ’\  ” 5 [XoxJIh. - 30 Cx^x’xy^
- 180 £ x%x^x*x%1^] - Oo
Similar arguments hold for any one of the non 
maximal orithmetics J, (14 8 4?) which strictly
Jo-^
Wo have therefore proved the following theoremo
$à£2EÊa fez SM. positiye gafeloaal Wâ0@S. a
and poX.ynomlal fraction hCX^) of X,
h(X^) ffç(p « 0
# Ê &
(i) F^OI) - X^ - 2
(ii) - Xfc -= - 6 D:^
(ill)
- 60 DCy x^xpg “ 360 ps^ s* x^x^5
The aquaro bracket functlcns are a usa of all 
those terme with suffixes those of units which appear 
at the aose time ia one or other of the two basic 
charccteriotic sots of uaito for non maximal arithmetic 
Sg (16 0 6 7)»
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10 o relotcd to_ H o pT_e n e nt 31 x on n
i n  ra n im a i end ÎTon A 'i:iiF :;Fal A r i t W e t i c n n t r i e tX y  
contolMn^ o
Our object r.o:v is to find nultiplicotivo functions 
of the form
.1) f(n) «
t:horo P^(Ç) io a hccogcncous poXjnoaial of ucicht r la 
tho coordinotcs n, o- of ^ end tho summation
is over all  ^ of n o m  m in nanieal arithmetic 
©f C (irj  ^1 , p 1  ^p oc I7 ) or non ms^dLmol arithmotic
 ^ *^ 6 G (I<^3 '^i7 )D Eo uso the results of Thecrom
4c6 on the number of repreGcntotions of a positivo 
rational integer os tlte norm of on ele.mcnt of J|^ o Ale© 
wo UDQ Thcorons 4o?, 4o6, 4 oil and 4.12o It hes 
already been noted ia § 5 that Ronliln gives a cirdlor 
diecussion for ia hin paper [^ 5] o %  have eoen
that the nultiplieatlvo funotionu doponding on K dorivod 
§ 8  arc simply related to those depending on which 
wero constructed by RoMtim (isj o A simplo relation of 
this typo docs not exist betv;ocn the nultiplicetlTO 
funotiono ©f the forn (1 0 1^ ) and these depending ©a o
W© deduce from Theorem 4 ^?, for mescimel ©rithmotic 
©f C,
T M # r c m  ^ 0 1 .  I f  ^ 1 ,
2 . W L . F J 7 )  - 2 ^ 2 _ . P / 5 ? ‘ï
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Thoaroffl 4 6 wo hovo
Theorem 10 2^ Zi P JjS 2£1 gstioxial prims end S > 0
2w E  P*(?) - n  C  P.gC?'*!) - 240 P*'Z] P^Cÿ).
%. 3L,.f ç . T w ï W  r.Tw.t»-
Per J5 0 non csxissl arithcstic which atrictly 
ccntoias , wc havo from Thocrea 4oll,
Theorem XO^?» ^  (m,m) « I
48 Ç  P^(U) |J 17 ) »
Also from fhcorea 4^X2 it follows that
10o4o If p in an odd rational prime and I > 0
48 E  p, <f ? - s  S  Pe (M'^]) - 40 p'+^D P^ (:^ ‘) o
W# use Theorems 10 1 end 10 3 to invostigato the 
eKlatenco of mltiplicative functions of ths form (lOol) 
Wo must usQ tho idsatitics stated in Thcorocs 9=3 end
9^  S'’
First t?3 construct multiplicotivo functions 
dopondics on maximal arlthcatic of Co If wo put 
6 in Theos?om lOol, ?^(f) must be a linear 
coabinatica ©f end But by (1) and (ii)






^(c) « 2 J
to bo ciltipllcotiTo it nuat bo cf the fora
gfsra^
Dioilcrly, fcr r  ^2,4, Thocrca lOol lesds to c 
rGototoaomt of tho relation
240 for « 1
given in Tàeoren 4u6 (li).
Since the working Inirolrcd in ccnotructiono 
involving poXjnealal3 of largor v/oight io prohibitive, 
ng now turn to the C3g:e of functions of tho fora (10 
for which Jc, (1 ^  s ^  7)=* Ue chow thet
(10.2) • f.(n) « àJZ ( 10 - 5 X “ )
SÆ.tn
is s new definition efn. nnltiplicativa function and 
that it is the enlj cultiplicotlve function, ohtainoble 
by thio'method by oumaation of e hoa^genoous 
polynoniol of weight four, other than
in  %'s (ri) '
To cnrry out tha construction ivo cpplj^  Thocrcs 10o3 
in the ccso when r « 4o Firct wo note thot P|^ (Ç) 
must fea 0 linear conhinotion of and £32^
sinco ce in (9o6)
t-f ::|1 •> |:;f »
ko W, V  * v ^  ^  X q  V.|
126»
El
But bj Thooren 9 3  Ci)
y  rs n*-^ tf ^
Thus r;ü ©on write
P^Ol) -
for real numbers o o M  ho 
Dct
 ^Z_^( f:' -f- ^ )"
Thrn it lu oeiiy te deduea that vihon »=» 1
,  ç m « c = c ^  g Æ ^  ,%  «
(10-3) x\(ra) *'à/L.ZZl-=*V^'t (%J. + )• »-' '2"'* r^  k» — *
-t- C^B + b} ^ "
VJe require thet v*hen (o,a)  ^ 1 
f^Cci) « f,^ (a) f ^(m)" 
That is
(10.4) i\(«) - 2 Z  EX='^<zt +
Heuee equotiug «ecerfieionts ia (103) uad (10o4) we 
hovo 
T^  a p -^‘ n a ab and T^C|;a'î*b}«fo 
Thus
c  ^0 end b R uw cr q » and b m
Trrn the firnt pair cf coluticnc we get the function
6  P g W
whilo frca tha ccccni we gob (10,2)# i<,©o
I rr*i
.,(n> M n-/_ tio X. »» 5 x%3
Ec havo olrcsdy netedl in Thseren 4a6 (ii) that 
ç;û  ^w’^ (g ) io nultiplicotJ,voo cust new check
tJbiet cro in fact 'linosrly irdopandcato fruo




«  ^  ( 10 - 5 %;)
'o thp osna, go runt have
*5.
o2 X,j I*;
T M o  ia cs^tninlT' trua fcr a a 1




^  2* « 2*o59o
Tha result fees thiia been prevedo
It io of interest to ncfce thst the pelpeoaioX 
isTolved la tho Idcatity ©f Theorem 9 3  (1) eal the 
pelyner^wCl used in (10o2) era tha ccnam
? cn
TABI® I




6 5 3 1
1 7  6 2
7 2 5 3
1 2  3 4
6 2 4 5
7 5 4 6
1 4  5 7




jo i© k 1
i ko jo S
kc j io k
i j k a
d® Û e is
he k e jo
i 0 io k@
H373 WO tebulote th@ propor eseoeistivo triads of 
basic taaits with their ccrrespoxidiitB sssigaed tmitSc 
In Ci) Cayley's netation ia used and the basic units 
are denoted by their suffises. In (ii) the same 








4 5 6 7
2 3 6 7
2 5 4 5
1 5 5 6
1 2 5 7
1 5 4 7
1 2 4 6
© ie je ka
j k je ke
d k 0 le
1 k la jo
i j le ke
i k 6 ke
i d a jo
re wa tabulate tha basic defioi&s sata of units 
for Ji B Jj,o In (i) W9 use Coyloy’s notation and 




Ji, Jix Ji; Jiy Jtfe Jj-.
JJJ J
H,
In Table III wo have tsbulatad the Bi%toan 
nrithnetica of C i^ /hich contain ©long with the 
Bcvoa iBcnorphs (1^ sé 7) ®f Rurivits quotornion
G githm atlc  H and E^o A rlth m e tic a  prjLntod in  the 
Dene l in e  are  iaoüiürphic o Two a r ith js e t ic s  ©re 
ccnnectod b j  g s t r o lg h t  l in o  i f  snd on ly  i f  the  
a r ith m e tic  belcnv la  con ta ined  in  th a  one aboveo 
VJ© note  th a t  coch ma2d,msl © rith m e tlo  cent a in s  
th ro e  io o n c rp h ic  non is-oxinsl e r ith m e tic s
 ^ s 4 -7) w h ile  cGch o f tho G r itk s a t ic s  J<« is
contained in three of tha mazlmol sritlmoticn
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1On Arithmetics in Cayley * s Algebra and Multiplicative Functions.
P. J. C. Lament.
Summary. Tha aim of this thesis is to discuss fully the 
characterisation and basic properties of the arithmetics 
of Cayley’s algebra C and to define certain multiplicative 
functions by summing homogeneous polynomials in four 
(or eight) indeterminates over the components of all 
elements of constant norm m of an arithmetic of C.
The algebra C is introduced by reviewing some of the 
relevant work by Cayley, Dickson, Artin, Zorn and others.
A generalisation of Dickson’s condensed law of multiplication 
is then used to obtain certain automorphisms of C.
The maximal and non maximal arithmetics of C are 
characterized. Isomorphisms and other relations between 
certain of the arithmetics are obtained. Treatments of the 
arithmetics by Coxeter, Dickson and Kirmse are reviewed.
Results on congruence modulo a ratianal integer in any 
maximal arithmetic of C are proved. For example, it is 
shown that
Any element ^  of odd norm of a maximal arithmetic 
of C is congruent modulo 2 in to an element, 
unique apart from sign, of norm 1 of
This result is used, under certain conditions, to characterize 
and count the factors of an element of an arithmetic of C.
1.
IFor example, it is proved that
Any element ^ of maximal arithmetic J„ of C for 
which H'Ç = mn, where m, n ara positive rational 
integers for which (m,n) = 1, has precisely 240 
factorizations ÿ^ in such that - m and 
N1| = n.
Results on factorization in the arithmetics of C, 
needed for the construction of multiplicative functions 
are thus established.
The section on ideals in C contains some 
improvements on Mahler's results on the same subject.
For example, we prove that the basis of any ideal in 
C is a rational integer.
Finally, a systematic account of identities and 
multiplicative functions defined as above by using the 
arithmetics of C not previously used by Rankin for this 
purpose is given. While the identities and 
multiplicative functions defined by using Hurwitz 
maximal quaternion arithmetic are easily related to those 
constructed by Rankin, the remaining arithmetics not 
considered by Rankin appear to give new identities and 
functions.
2.
